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Will  the real Tom Bonner please step fo rwo rd
The community at the University o f 
New Hampshire has seen several different 
sides o f its newest president Thomas N. 
Bonner. During the first nine months o f his 
presidency, Bonner has been aggressive 
(Union Leader), academic (teaches history), 
embarrassed (Pat Jackson), climbing (from 
president to chancellor) and a regular guy, 
(Smith Hall’s Santa Claus). Despite this 
theatrical selection o f personalities, Thomas 
N.  Bonner remains a mystery to most per­
sons at the University.
Bonner, to be sure, has good intentions 
His plans for the University, and the Uni­
versity’s relationship to the state are sound. 
But his tactics fo r implementing laudable 
goals have at times ignored the tenets o f 
good sense, as well as the antithesis o1 
good sense: New Hampshire politics. A
president o f the University o f New Hamp­
shire must operate in the limbo between 
what he would like to have and say, and what 
the state legislature wants to give and hear.
Bonner, certainly, should be applauded 
for the work he has done these'*first 270 
days o f office. His administrative reorgani­
zation defined responsibilities in T-Hall and 
mapped paths of responsibilities, both o f 
which increased administrative efficiency, 
something lacking in John McConnell’s ad­
ministration. Out o f the administrative shuf­
fle came a new job for the president at the 
Durham campus o f the University system. 
The new position o f Provost accepted the 
responsibility as chief administrator in Dur­
ham and the president became, in fact, a 
chancellor charged with directing the four 
campuses o f the University system. Free o f 
the responsibility o f dealing intimately with 
the Durham campus, Bonner began working 
on the Merrimack Valley Branch in Man­
chester. And his new m obility  allows him to 
work on plans fo r a network o f junior col­
leges in the state.
The most apparent characteristic o f  Bon­
ner’s administration has been his determina­
tion to provide the state with University 
services. This service orientation is due partly 
to altruism and partly to give the University’s 
image a face lift .  Bonner plans to coordinate 
campus services by pooling resources and 
avoiding duplication. He also plans a direct­
ory o f University services to be distributed 
to state citizens.
THE NEW HAMPSHIRE agrees with 
Bonner’s policy o f providing pragmatic serv­
ices to the state. But we remind the president 
that the University’s most important service 
is the non-pragmatic and non-technical edu­
cation o f young people. Academic programs 
should be strengthened first and services pro­
vided second.
The University o f New Hampshire grew 
through its adolescence with John McConnell. 
Growing pains are still with us, but the Uni­
versity system is beginning a new stage. 
Bonner has been in office almost one school 
year, made his mistakes, and learned from 
them. And now his job will be to guide the 
University system into its maturity.
L e t t e r s  t o  t Ii e  E cHto r
Reply to Robert Norcross
To the Editor:
I agree that males and fe­
males are different in their phys­
ical states. I am certainly 
stronger, and oftentimes a good 
deal taller (at 5’ 10*’) than a lot 
of men.
I agree that males and fe­
males are different in their men­
tal states. This is  why an out- 
of-state female with the same 
SAT scores as a male will not 
be admitted to UNH. She must 
score higher marks to be 
admitted. (This helps to keep the 
"balance” at UNH.)
In the parenthetical phrase "in 
the sense that equal means the 
sam e,” you are attributing a de­
finition to equal that is far down 
on the list of synonyms. Ani­
mals belonging to lower orders 
cannot be equal to man. In the 
classification of homo sapiens 
(i.e ., man), there is no differ­
entiation between woman and 
man. In fact, we are EQUAL, 
but culturally we are placed in 
categories which do not allow us 
to achieve our potential.
You mention that we are sup­
posed to "complement each oth­
er ’s respective abilities.” What 
about women who choose to 
complement other women? Are 
they incomplete? Will they always 
work at a lower lever because 
they lack the completeness only a 
man brings?
Woman is not "blessed” with 
compassion and understanding-- 
on the contrary, she has been 
conned into accepting that role 
as the one way to excell. The 
so-called "service” jobs of tea­
cher, nurse, social worker, etc., 
"natural b lessings.” Assigning 
these categories to women sim ­
ply perpetuates the stereotyping. 
Male nurses, male social wor­
kers, and male teachers demon­
strate compassion and un­
derstanding which could only be 
called equal to their female coun­
terparts. They LEARNED HOW, 
just as we do. And just as YOU 
can. Compassion and understan­
ding are HUMAN, not sex-based
attributes.
What do you say to the wo­
man who finds herself having to 
* ‘protect and secure an environ­
ment” for her family? Who must 
provide "shelter” for her fam­
ily without the assistance of a 
man? Should she seek to end 
this role? Should she marry? 
Give her children up for adop­
tion? Face up to her inherent 
inability to perform this role 
and commit suicide? Walk away 
from the whole thing? What do 
you say to her? The number of 
single-parent fam ilies (with wo­
men as head of household) is 
growing. And the women find, 
after the initial cultural shock, 
that they DO JUST FINE. What 
they need is  help from their 
friends—NOT PUT DOWNS.
Woman can perform the same 
jobs, and she can, and does, a s­
sume the same roles, not al­
ways voluntarily, but she does, 
just the same. What do YOU say 
to HER?
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N o r c r o s s '  misconceptions
To the Editor:
I am afraid that Robert Nor­
cross, in his letter of the 25th, 
is  under several misconceptions 
concerning equality and the fe­
male sex. To begin with, he has 
incorrectly defined his term s. E- 
qual does not mean "the sam e” 
as he has stated, but rather on 
the same level. Certainly there 
are differences between the sexes 
(thank God!) but this does not 
make them unequal in general 
abilities.
Mr. Norcross expresses some 
very loftly sentiments about what- 
he considers several innate qual- 
understanding, etc.). While I ser­
iously doubt that these are in­
herent qualities peculiar to fe­
m ales, suppose, for the sake of 
argument that they are. An abil­
ity in a certain area does not 
demand that one should limit one­
self only to that realm. That 
would certainly be a restricted  
and narrow existence. An intel­
ligent man who is adept in ath- . 
letics surely would not want to 
limit himself only to sports. 
Neither does an intelligent wo­
man with all these so-called  
"womanly virtues” necessarily  
want to confine herself to the 
roles appropriate to them ie. 
homemaking, childrearing.
Women are fully capable of 
succeeding in any occupation a 
man can with the exception of 
those few that require exces­
sive phsyical strength. That Mr. 
Norcross can insinuate that wo­
men cannot perform equally with 
men in the business world is 
really incredible. Granted, there 
are not as many women as men 
in the professions but this is  
due to centuries of oppres­
sion and discrimination, wich 
fortunately are declining.
It seem s to me that Mr. Nor­
cross feels threatened by the 
advances being made by women in 
all fields and his letter is a 
rather poor attempt at rational­
izing the further stifling of cre­
ativity and achievement of women 
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Editorials and cartoons are the 
responsibility of the editor-in- 
chief. Columns and letters to the 
editor are the opinions of the au­
thors. No columns or letters 
speak for THE NEW HAMP­
SHIRE and should not be con­
strued as editorials. THE NEW 
HAMPSHIRE edjtorials represent 
the opinions o f  the paper as a 
student newspaper which main­
tains no unnecessary bonds with 
the University administration. 
THE NEW HAMPSHIRE is not 
aligned with any extraneous stu­
dent groups and does not nec­
essarily represent any opinion 
other than its own. Dissenting 
opinion from the community is 
welcome through letters to the 
editor or personal confrontations 
with the editor-in-chief.
Letters to the Editor should 
be address,ed to: THE NEW
HAMPSHIRE, MUB 151. They 
should be typed, limited to 500 
words, and must be signed. The 
editors reserve the right to with­
hold publication.
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Bonner works between classes, conferences and conclaves photo by Wallner
'Typical d a y  in the life o f  the vigorous headmaster '
by a silver nameplate. An open appointment book
lico upon tho blotter, rovoaling- Hays filled With fu­
ture events. Behind the desk is an inviting leather 
armchair. Beyond, five arched windows depressed 
in a curving wall look toward Murkland Hall.
Byers leaves. The * ‘press conference” turns into 
a discussion of campus unrest. Now the President 
asks the questions. Joe Ward of the Portsmouth 
Herald says he would like to talk with students 
next Tuesday morning, and Bonner promises to 
invite some in. The chat ends with cheery “so 
Iongs” and “ see you next weeks.”
J
; O ff to Class
Bonner grabs his black briefcase. Ignoring the 
elevator, he descends two flights of stairs to T- 
Hall’s congested ground floor. He exits at the rear 
of the building. He walks' quickly, arms swing­
ing like a marching German soldier’s, to Howes 
Auditorium. His U.S. History (post 1865) class a- 
waits his arrival.
When Bonner lifts the lectern from the floor and 
sets it upon the black counter it *is 10:10. He is not 
late. So' consistently has he been entering the au­
ditorium after ten o’clock, his students no longer 
expect him any earlier. He removes his watch, as 
though stripping down for a fight and sets it on 
the counter. Instead of slugging someone, he starts 
lecturing.
Curiously, he has inscribed no outline of what 
he will say upon any of six blackboards behind 
him, as he has done in the past. It used to be the 
first thing he did, foreshadowing forty-five min­
utes of historic tedium.
Bonner’s lecture today, “ Post-War Policies and 
the McCarthy Era,” is a precise oration liberally 
seasoned with quotes. He delivers it in a force­
ful, gesturing style, reminiscent of his Inaugural 
Address.
“ ...Many of Truman’s decisions were marked by 
courage, as many of his enemies adm itted....” PRO__ 
FESSOR Bonner says, while most students jot skel­
etons of the sentences in notebooks. A girl in the 
third row sketches a-blue design, oblivious to the 
words of her instructor.
At three minutes of eleven, notebooks are closed, 
desks lowered and students begin mumbling. Bonner, 
still talking, looks anxiously at the clock and rushes 
through his conclusion. The class is  over. Students 
head for the exits. Bonner returns the notes of his 
lecture to a brown folder, then talks with a student 
who approached him with a question.
Questions are rarely asked during his lectures; 
they are reserved, as a matter of policy, for the 
“ why” discussion groups which meet once a week 
with graduate assistants.
Bonner returns to his office, reads some of the 
one hundred pieces of mail delivered to him daily. 
He can relax only a couple of minutes. The appoint­
ment book says he is to be in Concord for a lunch 
with Commissioner of Agriculture Frank Buckley 
by noon.
j Fly in the Bonner-Mobile
The green Ninety Eight parked in the T-Hall lot 
still has that new car sm ell. Ruge, like a ship on 
wheels, it keeps an even keel over the deepest 
of potholes. Beating upwind at 60 mph on route 4, 
the car soon docks at a curb in Concord. Captain 
Bonner puts a dime in the meter and heads for the 
State House Annex.
Buckley is more than Commissioner of Agricul­
ture—he’s also a Trustee of the Rniversity. “ e 
welcomes Bonner with a hearty handshake and a 
sm ile, then introduces him to members of his staff.
Secretaries offer bashful hellos. Clerks extend 
firm handshakes. The whole office is  excited by Bon-( 
ner’s presence. Each employee waits his turn to 
be introduced. Buckley shows Bonner the weights and 
measures room, the accounting office and the ani­
mal industry department. In the agricultural promo­
tions room, an inflated rubber cow with “ For a 
New You—Drink Milk” written on its hide hangs 
from the ceiling like a blimp.
A secretary proudly informs Bonner she has a 
* son just accepted at ttnh and another who gradu­
ated in 1964. A clerk says “ We’ve read a lot about 
you, Dr. Bonner.” Inevitably, Bonner replies “ Prob­
ably too much,” to loud guffaws. It is not the day’s 
first reference to the Union Leader, nor will it be 
the last. The paper continually crops up in conver­
sation, though is  rarely directly mentioned. Refer­
ences are usually sly and accompanied by illicit 
laughter, as though William Loeb were something 
dirty, like “ sex .”
Eating a buffet lunch in the Highway Hotel, Buck­
ley is full of anecdotes. B 0 n n e r  laughs at all the 
right places. When both must leave the resaurant 
to attend separate two o’clock meetings, Bonner 
picks up the check. While Buckley must leave the 
building, Bonner has only to walk down a hallway 
to his rendezvous with the A dministrative Board, 
New Hampshire’s triumvirate of State college pres­
idents.
(Continued on page 6)
Thomas N. Bonner, president, professor and jogger 5 photo by Powers
by D a n  Fuibusli 
Staff Reporter
If the reader had been strolling down Main Street 
at 6:45 Tuesday morning, he might have witnessed 
a 49-year old university president, in turtleneck 
jersey, baggy pants and Hush Puppies, jogging due 
west, leading a sleepy reporter around his one mile 
course.
The president, naturally, was Thomas Bonner. The 
somnolent journalist, if the reader has not already 
guessed, was myself, assigned to write a “Typical 
Day in the Life o f ...” piece on the vigorous head­
master.
Bonner took a couple of laps around the g ir ls’ 
track, occasionally walking but usually stiffly trot­
ting. Then, satisfied with his workout, he headed 
home, reaching his driveway just as the service 
department whistle screamed 7:00.
He performs the ritual daily. First he puts his 
German Shepard puppy, Blitz ( already the size of 
a wolf ), in its pen. Then he hits the sidewalk in 
front of Smith and Scott, takes the hill (“the hard 
part” ) beside McLaughlin, and lopes across the 
arena parking lot to the old cinder oval. He does 
his laps and jogs home. He showers, and eats break­
fast while watching the Today Show. At 8:00 he’s 
off to work in his second-floor, Thompson Hall office.
This morning, as on every Tuesday morning, the 
President is scheduled to give a press conference 
at 9:00. Until then, he dictates letters to his secre­
tary, rattling off about 20 before the arrival of re ­
porters forces him to stop.
The conference will be in his office. News Di­
rector Brud Warren, arranges five padded vinyl 
chairs in a sem i-circle around a brown sofa, a 
secretary brings in coffee and styrofoam cups. 
WUNH reporter Barbara Davis wants to ask a ques­
tion before the conference begins concerning the 
aftermath of the Pat Jackson furor. Bonner closes  
the door, a reporter’s dream, and replies to the 
question at length, never jumbling his sentence 
structure nor switching ideas in mid-sentence. He 
produces good quotes like a magician. Barb looks 
pleased when he finishes.
“ Press conference” is a misleading title for 
what followed. “ Informal get-together” might be 
more accurate. Bonner doesn’t stand at a micro­
phone every week, to field angry questions from 
a roomful of muckrakers. He pours coffee for his 
guests. Then, sitting comfortably cross-legged in 
one corner of the sofa, he introduces someone from 
the University who does something interesting, or 
is in charge of something important. That person 
then explains what he does or what he’s in charge 
of. It’s all a part of Bonner’s six-point program to 
to improve University communications.
This morning the guest speaker is Gordon Byers, 
head of the UNH Water Resource Center. While he
explains his function, the WUNH tape recorder 
\yhirs quietly on the floor. its mike sits on the 
coffee table, aimed at Bonner, probably not pick­
ing up much of Byers, who sits five feet away in 
the sofa’s other corner.
Bonner’s office is illuminated by three rows pf 
flourescent lights dangling from a high white ce il­
ing. The walls are beige, leaning toward pink. The 
woodwork is painted one shade darker. A couple 
of watercolors, both of ocean scenes, hang on ad­
jacent walls. A long crack, reaching from ceiling 
to floorboards, splits another wall’s plaster.
The President’s desk is uncluttered, distinguished
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O ffi cials eye Bonner . 'Where there ’s smoke, there’s f i re ’
bv Tim Brewster
Any UNH president enters New Hampshire pol­
itics to a degree, since the University depends or 
State funding. In the past year, Dr. Thomas Bon- 
ner has left a variety of impressions among Con­
cord officeholders who see him as another public 
figure.
Governor Walter Peterson considers himself a 
strong supporter of President Bonner and the Uni­
versity, serving as an “ ex offici” member on its 
Board of Trustees. In an interview ‘ last Friday 
^Peterson said, “ He’s certainly possessed of the 
credentials, intellectual stature and speaking abil­
ity to do an outstanding job. I only hope the people 
of New Hampshire give him the chance to prove 
what he can do.”
Peterson said that even with superb academic 
qualifications, “There’s no substitute for being on 
the job. You have to sometimes make mistakes, and 
hopefully learn from those m istakes.” Not immune 
from Manchester Union Leader attacks, the gov­
ernor added, “ I would have a word of caution for 
him, I don’t think you achieve a great deal by fight­
ing with a newspaper.”
“The role of any University president who is a 
shaker and a mover is apt to be controversial,” 
Peterson continued. “ He probably would be a contro­
versial person in the Legislature, and I would sus­
pect more so in the House than in the Senate.” 
The Legislator’s Views 
New Hampshire’s Legislature ranks third largest 
in the English-speaking world, after the British 
Parliament- and the U.S. Congress. Four-hundred 
members comprise its House of Representatives, 
and 24 additional members serve in the Senate. 
The average age is 63.
“ Every chief administrator has been criticized  
for some tim e,” according to House Majority Lea-
d p r  G p o rfjp  R o h p r t s .  *<Many l e g i s l a t o r s  u n d e r s ta n d
the relationship of the University and the State was 
a lot c lo ser .” He said its image shifted with the 
economy, as New Hampshire changed from agri­
culture to light industry. The academic purges of 
the 1950’s left a residue of distrust, expressed by 
an anti-intellectual view of college professors gen­
erally.
“Any spokesman of the University would be greet­
ed by a great deal of skepticism ,” House Speaker 
Marshall Cobleigh said. “The whole University has 
had bad public relations with the Legislature.” Cob- 
l3igh; who pubicly criticized/ the Patrick Jackson 
appointment, said of Bonner, “ He’s made some bad 
mistakes which have been capitalized on by the ene­
mies of the University.”
“The majority of the legislators are not in ac­
cord with the way the University has been run re­
cently,” said Berlin representative George Studd. 
“ The Trustees as well have alienated the leg is­
lature, and he couldn’t very well go against them .” 
The Manchester Union Leader, he added, has con­
vinced people that “where there’s so much smoke, 
there must be some fire .”
Bonner Chosen
Despite the selection committee’s unanimous choice 
of Bonnery. the president entered the State already 
under attack by the Loeb paper and U.S. Senator 
Norris Cotton. “ He came in with two strikes against 
him ,” according to House Minority Leader Robert 
E. Raiche. *He described Bonner as “a plain, know­
ledgeable, articulate man who has been clobbered by-, 
the p ress.”
Despite the selection committee’s unanimous 
choice of Bonner, the president entered the 
state already under attack by the Loeb paper 
and U.S. Senator Norris Cotton.
Meredith Representative Robert Lawton admitted, 
“ I had preconceived notions, evidently, which are 
not good, but are human.” Speaking of the se lec ­
tion committee he said, “ I thought they might re­
consider.” Other legislators would have preferred 
Jere Chase in the positon. Chase currently serves  
’as piesident of New England College in Henniker.
Following his arrival, an announcement that Bon­
ner .would redecorate his mansion came during the 
same week UNH phased out its marching band. The 
Union Leader attacked again. A month later, ar­
ticles by reporter Warren Pease led to a confron­
tation, leaving Bonner open to editorial attack.
“ He didn’t understand the power of the Upion 
Leader,” claimed student legislator Mike O’Keefe. 
“ I don’t know if he still does.” O’Keefe said, “ He 
still does not understand the State of New Hamp­
sh ire ,” citing the Patrick Jackson case as a m is­
calculation of public reactvons. “ In other words, 
he’s new to the job, and he’s got a lot to learn.” 
State Senator Edward Snell works in the campus
Alumni Office. “ Basically,” he said, “New Hamp­
shire is changing very slowly, and Dr. Bonner is  
slowly realizing th is.” According to Snell, “ We have 
a trend taking place where the Manchester Union 
Leader is not the power it has been for eight to 
10 years.” He noted, however, “ I’m sure the Jack­
son incident didn’t help at a ll.”
Like most legislators, Assistant House Minority 
Leader Ernest Coutermarsh sees the Jackson con­
troversy as Bonner’s major problem so far. Des­
pite a personal friendship with the public relations 
officer, Coutermarsh criticized the salary correspon­
ding to Governor Peterson’s. “Thirty-thousand was 
perhaps a little high,” he said. “He can’t blame, 
Loeb on that one,” agreed Brookfield’s Roland 
Hughes.
O’Keefe explained that some legislators did not 
understand Bonner’s administrative reorganization at 
first, but thought it placed the president in a figure­
head position. Representative Lawton, for example, 
believed Bonner himself would handle public rela­
tions under the new system.
“ Public relations-wise, he’s hurt the University,” 
Lawton claimed. The Meredith delegate who intro­
duced a bill to place UNH on a line item budget, 
said Bonner’s resistance has also projected a bad 
image. “This has made it extremely difficult for 
the University to get funding,” he explained.
“ He’s allowing himself to be backed up 
against the wall, being put on the defensive by 
the Manchester Union Leader. Consequently, 
he’s flinging out when he shouldn’t have to . ’ ’
.Tr'isdu-} P .d l !.■)? " ) ; i n  V .‘I •* -Ufforont point o f
view. “ The legislature feels a sense of high regard 
for the new president, and if they didn’t feel this 
way we never could have gotten the tuition de­
crease.”
Bonner’s Mistakes
Arthur Drake, chairman of the House Appropri­
ations Committee, noted, “ He has made some fairly 
serious mistakes in public relations. In my book, 
you don’t charge and then retreat.”  Drake recounted 
how his committee originally had money to reduce;
• in-state tuition by 10 percent but Bonner’s contro­
versial publicity disrupted the proceedings until the 
amount had been whittled down to 5 percent.
President Bonner’s reaction has been to attack 
the Manchester Union Leader itself as a source of 
“news pollution.” This produced a wide spectrum 
of responses among legislators. House Majority Lea­
der Roberts considers Bonner’s greatest strength 
as “ not buckling under from editorial criticism  from 
the State newspapers.” Roberts added, “ He has 
a lot more tenacity than I thought at fir st.”
Martha Frizzell serves as the legislator on the
New England Board of Higher Education. “The 
whole set-up of the Manchester Union Leader is 
vicious. I hate to say that-about a newspaper, but 
they don’t play square.” Of Bonner she said, “They 
wait to see where he or Walter Peterson move,
and then they damn him.”
Arthur Tufts, a UNH Trustee and State senator, 
pointed out, “ You can’t win fighting a newspaper. 
They always have the last say .” Laconia’s Robert 
Hood said Bonner has recently alienated a few ad­
ditional members of the Legislature. “ He’s pro­
bably done the University more harm than good.”
Richard Levy of Portsmouth serves on the House 
Ways and Means Committee. “The president of a 
university should not get into a hassle with a news­
paper,” he maintained. “ His image should be such 
that he is not in controversy at a ll.” Levy believes 
students should pay for their own education through 
long-term loans, rather than State financing. “ I 
would like to see it taken out of the political struc­
ture,” he said of the University.
Drake seem s to concur. “ The University will get 
its fair share and no more, and it has over the 
years.” He suggests, however, “ It wouldn’t make 
one iota of difference who made the pitch,” as though 
Bonner’s time in office had had no effect.
Senate Minority Leader Harry Spanos considers 
the new president a more influential figure. “ He’s 
allowing himself to be backed up against the wall, 
being put on the defensive by the Manchester Un­
ion Leader. Consequently, he’s flinging out when he 
shouldn’t have to .” Otherwise, like most legisla­
tors, Spanos considers Bonner’s efforts to sell the 
University an asset.
“ He’s getting down from the ivory tower, which 
is  a common failing of University presidents,” Span­
os said. “ Generally speaking, the majority of the 
people like Dr. Bonner,” Senator Snell added. The 
president, he said, has left the campus so often he 
does not fully know its layout yet, and has never 
entered some of the buildings.
Deputy Speaker James O’Neill said, “ I’ve been 
very impressed with the attempt he’s made to get 
around the State, rallying support.” -O’Neill con­
siders it the president’s duty to inform the State, 
as the University should contribute to its well-be­
ing. “Across the country,”  he noted, “ legislators 
- seem tov be taking a second look at funding higher 
educaton.”
Representative Hughes claimed the University 
President could look forward to improved relations 
with the State. “ He’s going to be better off with 
the new legislature if O’Neill wins the speaker­
ship, because he’s pro-education.” Drake maintains, 
“ He’s making a very determined effort to establish 
some communication with the public.” O’Keefe also 
believes the University should carry its programs to 
the State, particularly in areas of the College of 
Life Sciences and Agriculture.
Away From Campus
Despite Dr. Bonner’s continuing State travels, not 
all legislators have been very impressed. Manches­
ter Representative Kim on Zachos, who served on 
the selection committee, says, “ He hasn’t really 
been around long enough for a great many of us 
to see him. We haven’t had a full session since he 
arrived.” Asked how Bonner would perform with 
its members, though, Zachos replied, “ I would ex­
pect he would carry himself off very well, he has 
a great knack with people.”
Dublin’s Rob Trowbridge maintains, “The P res­
ident and the Trustees should spend a lot more 
time with individual legislators.” He said mass me­
dia techniques would never move the assembly in 
the University’s favor.
‘ ‘Any of them who have had anything to do with 
him thj.nk a lot of him,” Frizzell claims. Chris 
Spirou of Manchester said, “ He has the support 
of mostof the knowledgeable members in the House.” 
Assistant Minority Leader Coutermarsh agrees, “The 
majority of the legislators feel as I ?do, that thei 
man should be given a chance to prove him self.”
B a t h  B c p r c o c n t a t i v c  N e l s o n  CliamberlUl admitted,
“ We’re very poorly informed up here.” Since Chan­
nel 9 television broadcasts do not reach the “ North 
Country,”  he said, “The only news media we have 
is the Union Leader.” He noted, <fThere’s a cer­
tain ultra-conservative element down there that 
wouldn’t like anybody.”
“ The main thing he’s got to worry about is cred­
ibility,” said O’Keefe. “ He must become a cred­
ible leader in the eyes of the legislature and the 
State.” During this  ̂ year’s Special Session, for ex­
ample, Bonner met privately with the Senate Ap­
propriations Committee in the State House, which, 
caused rumors to spread through the House.
Bonner has asked to speak before the legisla­
ture, but received a refusal on grounds that it would 
have broken precedent. In other respects, most 
members approve of his administration on the Dur­
ham campus. Zachos said, “ He’s a very good ad­
m inistrator.” As a member of the selection com­
mittee, Zachos noted, “His greatest strength is 
his ability to analyze a problem, and then put to­
gether a rational solution.”
Portsmouth Senator Eileen Foley, a member of 
the Finance Committee, said “The University it­
self has been running very smoothly...the morale 
seem s to be very high.” She believes Bonner has 
established a rapport with the student body. “ He’s 
able to communicate with people of all ages.”
Spirou said, “ He’s very vulnerable...the student 
body could have been a lot more helpful.” He be­
lieves students should offer their support by con­
centrating on home-base problems. Traditionally, he 
said, Americans concern them selves with remote is -
“ I sometimes wonder i f  we really appreciate 
what kind o f a university this is supposed to 
be. The state University is supported by peo­
ple who don’t have too much o f a grasp o f 
what it  is -- a community o f  scholars.”
sues. In connection with this, Spirou added, “ Getting 
some money from the State to do some relevant 
programming is his greatest problem.”
Senate Minority Leader Spanos said. “ He believes 
in an academic society which should be free of 
bias and prejudices.” Not all legislators concur 
on that count, however. Laconia Representative Ro­
bert Hood said certain members do not oppose the 
“ man,” but his outlook in general.
” 1 sometimes wonder if we really appreciate 
what kind of a University this is  supposed to be,”  
said Russell Claflin of Wolfeboro. “ The State Uni­
versity is  supported by people who don’t have too 
much of a grasp of what it is --a  community of 
scholars.”
Most legislator’s agree with Laconia’s David O. 
Huot, who says of the president, “ He’s done a 
reasonably competent job administrating the Univer­
sity, which is  underfunded and constantly under at­
tack.”
■
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Trustees are not Bonner’s harshest critics
by Ed Penhale 
Staff Reporter
It is not surprising that the UNH Board of Trus­
tees are not Thomas Bonner’s harshest critics.
Bonner’s appointment to the presidency came only 
after a lengthy review of 420 candidates. A s the 
Presidential Search Committee narrowed down the 
number of candidates, it was Bonner who fit their 
bill, and it was Bonner the Board finally hired.
THE NEW HAMPSHIRE recently spoke to four 
Trustees, two of whom are the Presidents of the 
University’s sister campuses. One is the Trustee 
who has been most visibly critical of Bonner, and 
the other is the chairman of the Board.
Harold Hyde, president of Plymouth State College 
recalled his first impressions of Bonner saying,
' 'W h e n  l ie  f ir a fc  c a m e  h e r e  h e  e i s o d  u p  v o r y  w a l l
the kind of educational situation that this State was 
in.”
Hyde referred to the lack of State support for edu­
cation and continued, “The taking on the UNH pres­
idency at this time was a very tough thing to do.”  
Hyde was not in total agreement with Bonner’s 
widely publicized commitment to bring the Uni­
versity to the people of the State. He feels service 
programs are desirable, but contended, “ I don’t 
feel extension is a priority thing, until we’re doing 
a quality job on our own cam puses.”
“ It’s probably supportable,” continued Hyde, 
“that the State University should be interested in 
helping a citizen, no matter what his age, but that 
takes m assive injections of money.”
The Plymouth President indicated some new ser­
vice programs are not worthwhile since their ef­
fectiveness would be undercut by a lack of support­
ing funds. He added that improved relations with the 
State Legislature can be more readily achieved by 
supporting programs already approved by the law­
makers, rather than utilizing existing funds for new 
projects. “ Let’s support the things we have already 
legislated,” he asserted.
Bonner’s battle with the press concerning the 
hiring of Patrick Jackson for the post of Vice- 
President for University Relations last November 
was the controversy which sparked the largest por­
tion of criticism  directed at Bonner during his first 
year at UNH.
Hyde insisted Bonner was not to blame for the 
furor over Jackson and the new University relations 
organization. “ This decision was made by the Board 
and they have to take the responsibility,” said Hyde. 
“ We voted by a large margin to approve the job and 
the man.”
1 Throughout his first year Bonner frequently re­
taliated to criticism  by the State press, primarily 
that pressure put on him by the Manchester Union 
Leader. Hyde feels the Union Leader is not the sole 
cause for lack of support for public education and 
declared a lack of support for education is  nation 
wide. Hyde commented on Bonner’s style of coping 
with the Union Leader saying, “The Union Leader 
/ cannot be ignored, but at the same time, it doesn’t 
have to be reacted sharply to all the time. Any 
leader of a public agency that uses a lot of money 
will always be under criticism —no different from 
anywhere e lse .”
Bonner came to UNH from the urban-oriented 
University of Cincinatti. When asked if his past 
experiences lent themselves to effectively dealing 
with New Hampshire citizenry, Hyde replied, “Many 
of us who come to the University from outside ter­
ritories have to be a little careful to remember 
that past experiences cannot always be turned over
and put to use here.”
» -9 •Hyde said it is often difficult to understand the 
“town meeting, grass-roots level decision-making 
.-lystem in New Hampshire,” but added that Bonner 
has adjusted to the rural atmosphere of New Hamp­
shire. “ Bonner has used the ‘Yankee’ let’s talk 
it over approach,” said Hyde. “ He’s gone to the 
people and asked what we need and want together.” 
Hyde contended that Bonner’s approach to rec^  
tifying the problems of higher education in New 
Hampshire may have been misinterpreted by the 
people of the State.
“ Perhaps he’s too impatient to get results. The 
Board of Trustees went looking for a strong leader 
to move the status quo. Some interpret this to be 
impatience. Perhaps he will modify his goals, but
i f i y P K
Harold Hyde, president o f Plymouth State College 
and trustee.
he shouldn’t back off in goals we are trying to 
achieve,”  said Hyde 
President Leo Redfern of Keene State College 
characterized Bonner as having an ability to “per­
ceive the elements of a situation or problem, and 
then provide a reasonable set of alternatives.”
Redfern is in support of service programs to 
the State and the concept of bringing higher educa­
tion to blue collar workers. ” “ We need more mechan 
ics and they need vocational training,” he said.
However, Redfern cautioned that the University 
should continue to improve its established pro­
grams, as well as embark on new service programs. 
“ It’s not an either, or, choice,” he asserted.
Redfern contended that Bonner’s public relations 
effort to “ tell the; truth about the University” was 
a strategy needed to gain State support for its 
University. He called the hiring of Patrick Jack­
son a “faoHoni prrnr. Bonner thought Jackson would; 
be a solution,” he added.
On November 22 last year Bonner announced a„ 
formal University administration reorganization in 
an effort to streamline the University’s three cam­
pus system . In doing so Bonner withdrew from the 
daily operation of the Durham campus and became 
the leader of the entire University system. “ I think 
it was an essential need,” commented Redfern. 
“The students in Durham may have lost a presi­
dent, but they gained a spokesman.”
Redfern conceded that Bonner’s “ systemizing of 
the system ” has inereased,Jthe University’s admini­
stration’s ability to make decisions more rapidly 
and to make possible a more reliable operation as 
a system, but the autonomy of separate campuses 
has been given up, according to Redfern.
Redfern said a large portion of his work was 
now carried on in Durham and Concord. “The stu­
dents at Keene used to be able to see their pres­
ident riding a lawnmower and having coffee with 
students.”
UNH Trustee A1 Rock has been the Board member 
most critical of Bonner’s University relations pol­
ic ies. Rock voted against the hiring of Jackson, 
and collaborated with Manchester Union Leader Re­
porter Arthur C. Egan in a January 18 article 
that criticized the desirability of the new post cal­
led Vice-President for University Relations, and its 
appointee, Patrick Jackson. _
Rock, general manager of Nashua radio station 
WSMN and publisher of the ‘“ 1590 Broadcaster” ,
Leo Redfern, president o f Keene State College.
said recently that his main abjection to Jackson 
and the new post, was the manner in which the 
proposal was made. “ I didn’t think the presenta­
tion of the administrative reorganization, and a 
new high level public relations position was done 
properly,” he said.
Rock feels the Board should have been given more 
time to act on reorganization and said, “ We were 
asked to approve things that were already happen­
ing.”
Rock admitted that occasionally some decisions 
have to be made quickly. “A football coach,” Rock 
explained, “who has several offers from other col­
leges might have to be hired without delay, but this 
is not the case when you’re considering a high level 
position. ’ ’
Rock commented on the Jackson controversy’s ef­
fect on State legislators saying, “ When a legisla­
tor grot* $?.nn and Jackson, $30,000--well. thev’re 
just not going to react favorably to something like 
that.”
The State Legislature, according to Rock, will 
not lend more support to the University until UNH 
demonstrates frugality and a willingness to reallo­
cate its funds. He feels that financial support given 
to UNH graduate programs should instead, “ go into 
providing four solid years of an undergraduate edu­
cation.”
“ Bonner would have been a hero,” declared Rock, 
“ if he had turned around and cut out the salaries 
of un-needed positions in over-staffed areas.”
Rochester Attorney Fred Hall, chairman of the 
Board of Trustees, said the major objective of the 
Presidential Search Committee was “to find a per­
son who would undertake the systemizing of the 
University System.”
According to Hall, President McConnell, Bonner’s 
predecessor, had established the concept of the 
three-campus university system, but found that he 
was not able to put the system to work. We went 
looking for a person that would carry the plan 
further himself, that wasn’t locked i.i,” Hall said.
Hall noted that Bonner was chosen by the Trus­
tees, after extensive screening, and therefore, it 
is not likely that in the near future the Trustees 
will turn their support from Bonner. Hall summed
up the Board’s current consensus concerning Bon­
ner as he said, “The Board of Trustees supports 
the President of the University.”
Bonner cata lyzes service programs
by Lou Urcncck 
Editor-in-Chicf
Art Grant, executive assistant to the president, 
thinks that President Bonner has catalyzed new 
University service programs directed at the people 
of New Hampshire.
“ President Bonner,” Grant said, “has created an 
attitude of State service at the University.”
According to Grant, Bonner’s plan to increase 
University services to the State can be divided in 
two categories—making education more accessible  
for the State’s citizens and directing aid to speci­
fic service organizations.
Bonner requested that a central organization be 
established to administer off-campus classes through 
the extension service. Presently, Grant said, the 
University’s four campuses have separate part-time 
programs for off-campus education. Bonner’s central 
organization, Grant explained, would turn the part- 
time, fragmented efforts in to a full time program. 
And the separate on-campus extension classes would 
continue as usual, Grant hopes the central extension 
organization will be a reality by July 1.
The University Extension service prior to 1967, 
Grant said, offered courses the faculty wanted to 
teach, not the courses citizens wanted to take. Since 
1967 the University has tried to offer the courses 
the people want. And Grant said that Bonner has 
stepped up the effort to give the people what they 
want.
Grant cited several new degree programs de­
signed to meet the needs of the State’s citizens. 
He listed an Associate degree in applied business 
management; associate degree in biological science; 
vocational teacher education programs; and a bache­
lor degree in-general studies.
“ One of the big problems with the State service 
effort,” Grant explained, “ is that the people in the 
State don’t know what programs are available at the 
University, and when they do know, they are not 
sure how to take advantage of them.”
Ronner plans to catalogue all the University’s 
service programs. Grant said that between fifty and 
sixty service organizations now operate on the Dur­
ham campus alone. He cited the Center for Insti­
tutional and Industrial Development; the Agriculture 
Extension Service; and Upward Bound.
“The service organizations,” Grant said, “ range 
from tutorial programs to technical, scientific con- 
cerr)s , ”
Grant explained that the University Extension Ser­
vice has completed a directory of their services  
for distribution in the State. And, Grant said, May­
nard Heckel, director of the Extension Service, 
Brud Warren, news director of informational ser ­
vices, and John Hraba, dean of institutional research  
and planning are compiling the new,complete direc­
tory of University services.
“ A lot of people,” Grant said, “are sensitive to 
the president’s remarks. They think that he is say­
ing the University doesn’t provide services for the 
State. But he is saying that the University does 
provide a lot of services now, but we must do more.”
Fred Hall, chairman o f the board o f trustees.
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'People who don't  do anything,  d o n ’t make enemies.'
by Sue Ahearn
UNH President Thomas N. Bonner has been under • 
the watchful eye of the press of New Hampshire 
since he first arrived in the state and even before 
that. THE NEW HAMPSHIRE during the past week 
surveyed by telephone members of state newspapers 
about Bonner after his first nine months on the job.'
Conrad Quimby of The Derry News feels Bonner 
got off to a bad start in his role as president of 
UNH. ‘ ‘He assumed he could lead a great crusade 
against anti-intellectualism in the State,” said Quim­
by. Quimby believes Bonner over-emphasized this 
anti-intellectualism and misjudged the reaction of 
the public on this issue.
“ I just don’t know enough about Tom Bonner’s 
administration to judge,” said Tom Gerber of the 
Concord Monitor when asked how he felt Bonner was 
fulfilling his role as a university president. One 
thing Gerber admires about Bonner is that the UNH
president has enemies. “ I’m very impressed with 
the fact that he has enemies*,” said Gerber. “ Peo­
ple who don’t do anything, don’t have enemies."
Ray Brighton of The Portsmouth Herald thinks 
Bonner is doing a good job as president of UNH. 
“ Considering the harassment under which he has 
been forced to work, he’s done an admirable job,” 
said Brighton.
While fulfilling his role as UNH president, Bon­
ner has brought the University into the public eye, 
according to Frank Barndollar of the Keene Sen­
tinel. “ I guess he’s certainly made the University 
greatly noticed in the news by the various contro­
versies he’s gotten himself into in the short time 
he’s been here,” commented Barndollar. The Keene 
newsman emphasized, however, that Bonner does not 
have an easy job. “ i tmnK ne's luid a difficult job 
because of the Manchester newspaper.”
“ I think he’s energetically trying to get to the 
State what the University is trying to accomplish, 
despite some of the hurdles that have to be over­
com e,” said Ed De Courcy of the Newport Argus- 
Champion concerning the manner in which Bonner 
is  fulfilling his role as a university president.
Nick Littlefield of The Rochester Courier cri­
ticized Bonner for his failure to become better in­
formed about the s^ate in his role as the P resi­
dent of the State university. “ My impression of him 
as a university president is  mixed. I don’t think 
he spent enough time learning about New Hamp­
sh ire ,” said Littlefield. He believes Bonner must 
“ learn the difference between an urban state and 
a rural state ,” in order to become more effective 
as president of UNH.
“ He’s the type&f fellow we’d like to have for a 
next-door neighbor, but not as president of the Uni­
versity,”  commented James Finnegan, speaking for 
The Manchester Union Leader. Finnegan feels Bon­
ner has spent too much time trying to attack the 
critical news media in the state. Referring speci­
fically to Bonner’s reaction to the criticism  he has 
received from the Union Leader, Finnegan said, 
“ He has to respect the fact that we have a job to 
do and not be childish about about it .”
Buddy Jenkins of Foster’s Daily Democrat feels 
Bonner has fulfilled his role as president of UNH 
“ magnificently.” “ I find him to be an amiable in­
dividual and a man qualified to head the Univer­
sity ,” said Jenkins.
“ From what I’ve seen and read and heard, he’s 
done a good job,” commented Jim Wexlin of the 
Granite State Gazette in Hanover, who l^is not per­
sonally met Bonner. He approves however, of the 
manner in which Bonner has assumed his role as 
UNH president. “ I think it is always helpful to 
get college presidents out into the state. He over­
came that right off the bat, which was good,” said 
Wexlin of Bonner’s actions as a new president.
Paul Cummings of the Peterborough Transcript 
described President Bonner this way. “ I found him 
to be a man of intense desire and concern over his 
role as president of the University, determined to 
bring it to the people in spite of constant harass­
ment,” said Cummings.
Most of the newspapermen around the state did 
not have reactions of any sort when Bonner’s ap­
pointment as president of UNH was announced. “ I 
don’t know that I had any,” replied Ray Brighton 
of The Portsmouth Herald when asked what his first 
reactions were to Bonner’s appointment. He noted 
that since that time he has become a Bonner sup­
porter.
Ed DeCourcy of the Newport Argus - Champion 
saad, “ I knew nothing about him, but I did know 
something about the Trustees choosing him and 
had confidence they’d use good judgement.” He said 
his impression of Bonner has progressively become 
more favorable. “The more I see of him, the more 
I read about him, the more I think he’s doing a good 
job,” remarked De Courcy.
The newspapermen of the state w^ire also asked 
whether or not they felt P resident Bonner had suc­
ceeded in accomplishing better communications with 
the State.
Paul Cummings of Peterborough T ranscrip t does 
not feel Bonner has had enough tim e to accom plish
better communications. He feels however, that that 
was obviously the goal of the UNH president. “ He’s 
made a very positve start in that direction,” said 
Cummings.
The weekly newsletters distributed to various 
newspapermen and others around the state have 
proved to be one of President Bonner’s most effec­
tive means of improving communications. Nick Lit­
tlefield of the Rochester Courier said of them, “ His 
letters are informative and something we never got 
from Dr. McConnell
Ray Brighton of The Portsmouth Herald termed the 
newsletters a “very brilliant ser ies oi essays” that 
are wonderfully informative. According to Brighton, 
“ It makes me feel that someone at the University 
gives a damn about what I think.”
A favorable impression of the newsletters is also 
shared by Tom Gerber of the Concord Monitor. 
Gerber feels the newsletters are “an excellent 
means of communication,” and that they are a con­
siderable improvement over Bonner's previous ef­
forts to achieve better communications with the 
state.
“The letters he’s writing are very well done. 
They’re low key. He’s not getting angry,” com­
mented Ed DeCourcy of the Newport Argus-Cham­
pion about the newsletters. DeCourcy said of the 
newsletter idea, “that is a step I applaud.”
Conrad Quimby of The Derry News believes the 
newsletters have revealed an academic side of Bon­
ner. Despite the fact that Quimby approves of the 
newsletter concept, he still does not think President 
Bonner has succeeded in accomplishing better com­
munications with the state in terms of selling the 
University, but he has yet to prove that ability,” 
noted Quimby.
The difficulty of the task is  part of the reason 
Frank Barndollar of The Keene Sentinel feels Bon­
ner mav not have completely succeeded in his ef­
forts to achieve better communications witn tne 
state. “The problem is , how do you explain a uni­
versity to the people?” asked Barndollar.
James Finnegan of the Manchester Union Leader 
disagreed with the positive comments of most new- 
papermen. “ We think the communication’s at an 
all time low because of the misrepresentation,” 
explained the chief editorial writer of the Union 
Leader. He feels the misrepresentations perpetrated 
by President Bonner have definitely not accomplished 
better communications with the state.
President Bonner differs fundamentally in his 
style from his predecessor John McConnell, ac­
cording to some of tfie newspapermen in the state. 
Buddy Jenkins of Foster’s Daily Democrat believes 
President McConnell remained at UNH much more 
than he should have, and welcomes President Bon­
ner’s attempt to communicate with people in the 
state. “ I think we have had a closer merger with 
the University because of his effort to communi­
cate,” said Jenkins of Bonner.
Paul Cummings believes both Presidents McCon­
nell and Bonner’s attitudes toward the state are 
parallel, but their methods diametrically opposed. 
Cummings feels McConnell, who was very seldom 
mentioned in the press, was devoted to the pro­
fession of running the University. He said Bonner 
has chosen to speak out on issu es concerning the 
University. Cummings agreed with this view, say­
ing, “ I think his mission is to make the University 
closer to the people.”
Ed DeCourcy of the Newport Argus-Champion em­
phasized that both men operate in different styles. 
Despite their differences, “ The University is ir 
good hands under either one of them,” according 
to the Newport newspaperman.
The changing nature of the UNH president’s po­
sition may be a possible explanation for the differ­
ence in the two men’s presidencies, according to 
Frank Barndollar of the Keene Sentinel. He said 
that President Bonner’s role is changing from that 
of executive officer of the University at Durham 
to the head of the entire University system . “The 
emphasis on the president in Durham is changing 
a great deal,” commented Barndollar.
Ray Brighton of The Portsmouth Herald feels
closer to President Bonner than he did to P resi­
dent McConnell. “ I never had any feeling that I 
knew John McConnell,” he said.
“ He was not nearly as dynamic as Bonner i s ,” 
said Tom Gerber of The Concord Monitor of for­
mer President McConnell. Gerber feels McConnell 
was not as interested in communicating with all 
kinds of people the way President Bonner is . He 
emphasized, however, that President McConnell had 
built up the reputation of the University during his
y e a r s  a t UNH, auU lha.t rep u ta tio n  has not d e te r ­
iorated.
President Bonner’s lack of participation in stu­
dent life at the University is  one of the character­
istics that separates him from President McCon­
nell, according to Conrad Quimby of The Derry 
News. He said McConnell was often seen at foot­
ball and hockey games sitting alongside students, 
and Quimby does not believe Bonner does this very 
often. “ I don’t see that Dr. Bonner has been in­
volved with students,” commented the Derry news­
paperman.
Most of the newspapermen in the state are in­
clined to give President Bonner a little more time 
to prove himself. Their attitude seem s to be summed 
up in the words of Ray Brighton, who said, “ Give 
him a year or two.”
Bonner’s d a y  continues
(Continued from page 3)
Ronner sits at the head of the table, which soon 
is  cluttered with stacks of mimeographed memor­
andums, xeroxed letters, and reports. On his right 
is  Executive Assistant, Arthur Grant.» To Grant’s 
right is Keene Dean Clarence Davis ( sittng in 
for President NeiJ. Redfern.) President of Plymouth
t*■
Photo by Wallner
State College Harold Hyde sits opposite Davis. Chain 
smoking at the other end of the table is Dean of In­
stitutional Planning and Research -Tohn Hraba. The 
administrators evaluate applications for Director of 
the new Centralized Extension Service, discuss a 
report Grant and Hraba have written concerning 
the formation of more intercampus committees. 
Their language already is a hardly intelligible di­
alect of committee initials, like EPC (Educations1 
Policies Committee), NHCUC (New Hampshire Col­
lege and University Council) and EAC (Education­
al Advisory Committee).
Hyde knocks over a glass of water but Ronner 
keeps  ̂on talking, while Hraba, who is an advisor 
to the Administrative Board, not a member, runsi 
down The hall* for a sponge.
When everything on the agenda has been done, 
the Roard climbs into the Olds to drive the half 
mile to Angelo’s and dinner. Bonner has a double 
Manhattan and some kind of Italian combinaton. 
He and President Hyde carry most of the conversa­
tion which ranges from inequities in professorial 
pay-scales to unsuccessful attempts at losing 
weight. When the check arrives, Ronner seizes it 
to a chorus of “thank yous” from the others. He 
runs into some red tape trying to charge the meal 
to the University but things are eventually straight­
ened out. The quartet returns to the car.
The meeting of the Educational Advisory Com­
mittee, which all four attend with six other Trus­
tees, convenes in the same room the Administra­
tive Roard gathered in this afternoon. Chairman 
Mildred Horton usurps Bonner’s position at the head 
of the table. Bonner sits to her right. In an easy 
atmosphere often charged with laughter, the com­
mittee deliberates most of the issues raised a few 
hours before.
Ronner is pleased when the meeting ends. Tt has 
gone smoothly, terminating sooner than expected. 
He steps from the hotel into the cool night, hi the 
moonlight, tractor-trailers roar down 93 toward 
Manchester and Roston. He crosses the parking lot 
to the Olds.. He starts the car, pulls slowly into the 
traffic on route 4. The G ds sails southeast, toward 
home.
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Jackson still planning for improved University image
by Barbara Davis
Patrick Jackson was UNH Vice President of Uni­
versity Relations for six weeks, hired to devel­
op a comprehensive Master Plan for expanding in­
formation services and seeking new ways of com­
munication between campus and public.
Brud Warren, Director of the News Services, 
said, “ Pat will complete a more detailed set of 
goals in the Master Plan.” Warren continued, “Noth­
ing is  on paper. Ideas developed through our week­
ly directors meetings with Dr. Bonner. We try to 
fit things into objectives. which are very broad. 
We can see in the directions we should go, which 
Pat outlined while he was here.”
Jackson was contacted at his advertising agency 
in Epping, where he returned after leaving UNH. 
He explained, “The plan (Master Plan) was man­
dated to be completed by mid-March if I had re­
mained at the University. When dealing with public 
opinion you must research very carefully before 
acting,” he continued. Although no longer employed 
by the University, he continues work on the Mas­
ter Plan. “Time is two-thirds of the battle of get­
ting it done,” he said. “ Leaving my firm to come 
to UNH brought about numerous personnel chan­
ges and other problems. Then when I returned the 
problems came about in reverse. Until I get back 
into things here I don't really have enough tim e ,i 
and the Master Plan is  really a time consuming 
task.”
Jackson commented, “ If I were to state my num­
ber one conclusion from the study, it would be if 
the University is going to remain viable it's got 
to take itself out of politics. There is evidence 
of University relations with certain political groups. 
True the University should have good communication 
with all political groups but at arms' length. Until 
it does reach this, the University will always be 
a political football, always in trouble. The Master 
Plan lays out certain steps to help the Univer­
sity remain at arms' length but in communication 
with the state.”
Jackson listed what he considered the top pri­
orities of the Master Plan. “ One would have to be 
to really get the University to build relations 
with groups it hasn't been in contact with in the 
past. Groups like the metropolitan city dwellers, 
such as on the west side of Manchester.
“Another would be to develop some sort of bond 
with political philosophies which in the past haven't 
been conducive to the University,” he stated.
“ Arthur Grant, assistant to President Bonner, is  
working on plans to establish a communication net­
work throughout the state not dependent on the m ass- 
media...contact the opionion leaders in their own 
neighborhoods,” Jackson said, “who could then be 
contacted quickly when necessary.
“ One major objective,” Jackson emphasized, “ is 
to tell the University story without subjection to 
distortion or misunderstanding.”
Jackson termed it a “basic psychological factor” 
that the older residents of New Hampshire dis­
trust the young. “The young people need to be 
exposed,” he said.
“Though a University is a place where all kinds 
of free'd iscussion  should go on and all points of 
view should be heard, a University must speak to 
the public with one voice,” Jackson asserted. “ It 
can't have viewpoints struggling out to the public 
that might get distorted or taken wrong,” he stated.
Jackson explains, “This takes discipline. It's a 
problem the University has got to come to grips 
with. Every University faces this, the people in 
campus have to be in line with official statements.”
The reorganization of the University system at 
the start of President Bonner’s administration e s ­
tablished five directors positions in departments re­
lated to University' Relations. Jackson had met 
with these five »directors prior to his coming to 
UNH in an official capacity. He continued close con­
tact in weekly meetings while he was here, as well 
as during the organizational study made. The re­
sults of this study will be detailed in the Master 
Plan when completed.
The Communication and Public Understanding Coun­
cil is an important development of the University 
Relations program which Jackson helped reorganize. 
Originally conceived as a place for communicaton 
input through the Senate, the committee is now com­
posed of both senate and non-senate representa­
tives of the student and faculty body. It serves  
as a presidential advisory board, “whose purpose 
is  definitely, action-oriented,” said Arthur Grant.
Kim Lampson, student Senate representative to 
the Council, had the original idea for the Council. 
When presented to Bonner in an early proposal 
she suggested the body serve as a committee of 
the Senate giving input to the communication and 
public understanding program.
“As a Senate committee, it would only involve 
Senate opinion,” commented Grant. Thus it was 
altered to include both Senate and non-Senate mem­
bers. “ The name was also changed from commit­
tee to council. Council refers more to a system  
wide approach,” explained Grant. The Council also 
preferred to deal with public understanding rather
than relations.
“ Pat Jackson’s contact with the committee was 
very minute,” said Grant. “Mainly because it for­
med after he left. But he did help Lampson define 
what she wanted to accomplish with such a com­
m ittee.” Jackson assisted Lampson in forming a 
more definite proposal to present to Dr. Bonner.
The Council is  an indirect result of the Pern- 
brook Retreat: which took place in early Decem­
ber 1971, “ The president called it together,” said 
Charles Clark , professor of history and member 
of the Council. “ Every member of the University 
Senate was invited as well as leaders of student 
organizations and others interested. We discussed 
public relations and communication internally and 
externally.” A Public Understanding Committee did 
not exist at this time.
On April 10 the_ participants of the Pembrook 
retreat ^ “ reconvened at the New England Center.
The New England Center group discussed with 
the newly established Public Understanding Commit­
tee such things as student affairs, public relations, 
and the Senate Review Committee.
‘ ‘Though a University is a place where all 
kinds o f free discussion should go on and all 
points o f  view should be heard, a University 
must speak to the public with one voice...the 
people on campus have to be in line with 
official statements.” ' - Pat Jackson
Clark said, “The council is  now involved with 
defining its purpose. We hope t© get involved with 
programs to coordinate the various approaches to 
communication internally and externally. We're now 
in the process of compiling a list of priorities.”
According to Smith, Jackson demonstrated how to 
plan a campaign by identifying the audience that 
would be receptive and the means by which to reach
this audience.
“ Some directions developed while Pat was here 
and they've continued under President Bonner,” 
commented Warren. “We've headed in some dif- 
arent directions since Pat left; this could be at­
tributed to Bonner's direction. The News Service 
has more contact with the public, with things like 
the news letters and student art exhibits around the 
state. I could relate those to Jackson if I could 
see the Master Plan.”
Art Grant was News Bureau Director in 1963 
before assuming his current position and commen­
ted, ‘There were some very real problems, Number 
one was we were way down the chain of command. 
We never knew the problems and upcoming needs.
The News Bureau operated as we saw the needs 
and objectives to be, unless ^someone said other* 
wise. There was no day-to-day close direction from 
University administration. We responded to the peo­
ple who came to u s .”
There has been no increase in the number of per­
sonnel since I left,” Grant explained, “but we were 
small in the sense we were just serving the depart­
ments and faculty. We had no real targets or ob­
jectives. It gradually became apparant there was 
a big gap in communication. This became one of the 
big concerns of the University.”
“ When Jackson left,” Grant explained, Bonner a s­
sumed responsibility for public relations.
‘The way we functioned before,” Grant said, 
“the News Bureau served any people with an idea 
who wanted publicity for any little program or de­
partment. This kind of publicity,” he continued, 
“ helps the department but may not help the Uni­
versity... the emphasis is  now publicity that is help­
ful beyond the department, the University.”
“ Pat Jackson wanted an establishment of pro­
grams on a University system basis ,” state P.I 
Boy, director of Alumni. “The new reorganization 
wouldn't have any real impact on Alumni organiza­
tion. The most important effect is the broadening 
of communication that came about through format 
changes in the various publications--such as the 
alumni magazine going to the tabloid form Alumnus.” 
A merging of the University and Alumni offices 
will take place in the near future in Hewitt Hall. 
This is an attempt to develop a more efficient 
operation of theUniversity services.
“ Pat’s hiring had an indirect effect on my area,” 
said Robert Sandber, Director of Development, “ it 
strengthened development by releasing me to go back
to ueveiopm eilt  f u l l t i m e  a n d  n o t  c o n t i n u e  in  t h e  poc
ition of director of informational services and de­
velopment as I had been doing.”
“ My real contact with Pat was in transferring in­
formation and to clue him in ta  Public Relations— 
what I had done before hirn.  ̂ ILiterally turn things 
over and be available foi* background,” commented 
Sandberg. He also said, “Development is now oper­
ating on the list of priorities brought to Bonner 
after Jackson left. These included some revisions 
and minor changes .from the first set planned. We 
didn't talk fund-raising.”
Bonner com m ents
Bonner was asked to comment on the progress 
of University Relations.
“ We've made real progress,” he said, “though 
not as fast if Pat Jackson <uould have stayed. I 
really don't have the time to do the things Pat Jack­
son would have done.”
“ With on-campus communication, there is a new 
look of the campus journal. Not completely satis­
factory, but it's improving. It's not as good a medi­
um for on-campus communication as I would like, 
but the new format has made a wider circulation.” 
Bonner said, “We've taken a very hard look at 
the whole publicity effort; reviewed the whole ques­
tion.”
He continued, “The public relations offices can 
now get working together on common problems. 
But we haven't done as much as I would like in this 
area .”
“ At the weekly directors meeting, we discuss 
operational problems,” Bonner commented. “ We set 
objectives on a week to week b asis .”
“The communications program is moving. I am 
hopeful we're moving in the right directon. There 
is  much more interest and support,” Bonner said. 
“ I feel thereTs a change in the legislature. The gu­
bernatorial candidates are aware the University has 
a problem and they're willing to help.”
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short takes
Bonner Press
The University’s Water Re­
sources Research Center was the 
major topic ofPresident Bonner’s 
news conference Tuesday. Bon­
ner invited the director of the 
prpject, Gordon L. Byers, to at­
tend the meeting to explain the 
workings of the center.
Bonner stressed the impor­
tance of clean water resources 
for human consumption and in­
dustry. "New Hampshire is no 
different from other states in 
problems of water pollution,” he 
said. "We have been fortunate to 
have had an early start in this 
field .”
The Research Center occupies 
rooms on the second floor of 
James Hall, where students and 
faculty in the project con­
duct experiments. A reference 
room has been set aside for 
anyone interested in doing water 
resource research of his own.
Byers, also a professor of 
soil and water science at UNH, 
explained that the center "pro­
vides information to help de­
cision-makers plan for the best 
use of water resources.,” When 
a problem reaches the center, it 
analyzes the problem and reports 
its findings back to the agency 
in charge.
The projects of the center 
"cover a wide range of interest,” 
according to Byer. Lakes are one 
field of study and their recrea­
tional use is considered along 
with pollution problems.
One problem, fresh water fish 
depletion, can sometimes be at­
tributed to the blue-green algae. 
Three species of this algae con­
tain a toxin that poisons the fish 
while other species do not. It 
is the center’s aim to identify 
the toxic algae if it exists and 
to recommend a procedure to e li­
minate it. Copper sulphate has 
been used successfully to remove 
the algae from the lake. This 
process is still under research. 
Further study examines the 
physiological nerve reaction of 
algae, and the relationship of a l­
gae to other life forms.
Another of the center’s inter­
ests is water supply. Byers poin­
ted out that "close to 50 percent 
of Nev/ Hampshire’s population is  
dependent upon ground water.” 
One research project is inves­
tigating the possibilities of 
increasing hydrolic fracturing, 
the rate at which water seeps 
into a well. New Hampshire has 
generally low-yielding wells. On­
ly three to four gallons of water 
seeps in per minute and remains
"more the average than the ex­
ception,” Byers continued. One 
possible solution to this problem 
would be to use pressure in the 
well, forcing open the cracks in 
the ground to allow more water 
seepage into the well.
A "cross-section of the cam­
pus” comprises the manpower of 
the Center. Of the 143 students 
involved, 50 are undergraduates, 
48 work towards a masters de­
gree, and 45 students pursue a 
Ph. D.'Student interest has been 
high since the program began in 
1964 and many find their work
relevant to today’s ecology con­
cerns.
The Center does not employ 
a regular faculty staff. Instead, 
it depends on faculty members 
from the botany, chemistry, ge­
ology, hydrology, microbiology, 
resource economics and zoology
departments donating their ser ­
vices.
Rivers in New Hampshire re­
quire special attention from th< 
center. Surveys taken reveal that 
the Androscoggin, Merrimacand 
Nashua rivers are among the 
most polluted in the State. The 
New Hampshire legislature has 
enacted water pollution controls 
which will take effect in the fu- 
furo. may fnkp spvpral years 
to clean up a river,” Byers no­
ted.
The idea of having a water 
research program at UNH was 
brought before the Board of 
Trustees late in 1963 and ap­
proved soon thereafter. The goal 
of the program was to encour­
age the study of New Hampshire’s 
water resources, keeping the 
State’s needs in mind. Federal 
funds allocated to the center 
through the Water Research Act 
support the program.
Two publications on the New 
Hampshire water laws have been 
written. A third is in the making. 
The center is completing a 6- 
year study of its work which 
should be completed within a cou­
ple of weeks.
The New Hampshire Fish and 
Game Department functions 
closely in cooperation with *he 
center on problems of water 
pollution. Dartmouth College for­
med its own water research  
program and has worked in con­
nection with the UNH program 
several tim es.
Bonner concluded Byer’s talk 
by expressing desires to install 
other cooperative programs with 
Dartmouth including health and 
cultural studies. Graduate work 
in these fields and faculty in­
terchange may also be consid­
ered. Bonner added that "the in­
tent is to bring to the two col­
leges as much expertise as pos­
sib le .”
Admissions
UNH will admit approximately 
170 more freshmen this year than 
in 1971, according to Director of 
Admissions Eugene Savage. 
"We’re anticipating we’ll have a 
freshman class of approximately 
2100 students,” he said. About 
1250 of those students will be 
New Hampshire residents, and 
850 from out-of-state.
Last ye i UNH enrolled 1930. 
Savage explained the increased 
size of the freshman class this 
year year: "The Trustees au­
thorized that we admit another 
250 out-of-state freshmen.” 
He emphasized, however, that the 
University will continue its pol­
icy of admitting all qualified 
New Hampshire residents.
Savage said there has been a 
decline in freshman applications.
Three hundred fewer in-state 
and 700 out-of-state applications 
have been received compared to 
last year’s fiernres."We are con­
cerned about the drop in appli­
cations from New Hampshire 
/esidents,” commented Savage. 
Savage noted that other colleges 
in the State are experiencing 
the same difficulties. He believes 
part of the decline in applications 
is due to financial problems and 
students’ changing attitude about 
the importance of immediately 
going to college.
He also remarked about the 
decline in the number of out-> 
of-state freshman applications. 
This decrease has reversed the 
trend of the last four years,
when the number of out-of-state 
applications increased by 800 or 
900. "Our increases have been so 
substantial that it just couldn’t go 
on forever,” said Savage.
The Admissions Office antici­
pates 700 transfer students to. 
enroll next fall. UNH expects 
400 in-state transfer students, 
and 300 out-of-state. Last year, 
UNH accepted about 525 trans­
fer students. "We felt we could 
at the sophomore and junior le ­
vels because of the attrition in 
our student body,” noted the di­
rector of admissions.
There are also approximately 
300 out-of-state students on a 
waiting list for each of the five 
undergraduate colleges.
Savage said that approximately 
1500 acceptances have been sent 
to New Hampshire residents, and 
1650 acceptances to out-of-state 
applicants. He noted, however, 
the number of returns will be 
significantly smaller than the ac­
ceptances sent out. He anticipates 
75 percent of the in-state stu­
dents and 45 to 50 percent of 
the out-of-state students will ul­
timately enroll at UNH.
Final figures on class or col­
lege sizes will not be available 
until the middle of May, the 
deadline for answering accep­
tance letters.
to which 150 faculty members 
already belong, the National Ed­
ucation Association, or one of the 
unions within the AFL-CIO.
The AAUP is the agent for 
tnree universities in the coun­




fcast-west park gets graaea.
Photo by Miller
Two groups are currently in­
vestigating the advisability of un­
ionizing the UNH faculty. Three 
public meetings have been held 
and a sub-committee of the Fac­
ulty Welfare Committee is finish­
ing a report to be submitted to 
that group within a week. The 
report will recommend a plan 
of action for the faculty, accord­
ing to Sam Rosen, professor of 
economics and sub-committee 
member.
The American Association of 
University Professor’s is also 
researching the matter according 
to Professor John T. Holden of 
the political science department.
Presently, the faculty is re­
presented on the Board of Trus­
tees only by the administrative 
officers of the University. A pro­
fessional representative of the 
faculty could bargain with the 
trustees about wages, fringe ben­
efits, due process problems, and 
employment problems surroun­
ding non-tenured faculty.
The faculty could be repre­
sented by the American Associ­
ation of University Professors,
‘"Mrs. Spofford,, did they tell 
you our charcoal broiler is  m is­
sing?” a Fairchild Hall resident 
asked.
"I should have insisted that 
it be locked in a c loset,” sigh­
ed head resident Dorothy 
Spofford., "That’s horrible, 
paid $21 for that.”
Mrs. Spofford I is in her sev­
enth and final year as head res­
ident, friend and mother to the 
women of Fairchild. It is a role 
involving patience, kindness, re­
spect, and empathy to the stu­
dents’ problems.
Concern for dorm problems is 
her job and Mrs. Spofford . runs 
her hall like an efficient cor­
poration.
"The main problem in being 
a house mother is activating the 
service department,” she said. 
"They are slow as m olasses run­
ning uphill in the winter tim e.” 
"I put in requests but they 
don’t listen ,” she smiled. Last 
winter I kept telling them to fix 
the archways over the doors. 
They kept procrastinating and 
then, finally, they told me they 
were all fixed. I questioned 
them, but they said they were 
okay. About a week latef1 I cal­
led them because they’d fallen 
down,”
Fairchild reflects Mrs. Spof- 
ford’s diligent struggle for im­
provements. The rooms have the 
warmth of home. An overwhelm­
ing feeling of "mom and apple 
pie” greets the new visitor. Its 
living rooms are furnished trad­
itionally, and* most of the colors 
are soft and unimppsing^
"This dorm looks much better 
than Hetzell,” claimed freshman 
Connie Tasker, "and this hall is  
older.”
"It would look a lot better if 
the service department worked,” 
said Mrs. Spofford.. "Last year 
they installed all the window 
shades backwards.”
This year’s improvements in­
cluded getting rid of "that rag 
of a rug downstairs,” new 
shower curtains, and water foun­
tains. This • doesn’t mean the 
house mother is satisfied.
(Continued on page 11); I
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The Old and the New. (Clockwise from bottom left) Outgoing 
Managing Editor Mike Painchaud, Sports Editor Warren Watson, 
Staff Reporter Bob Constantine and incoming Sports Editor Allan 
Chamberlin sample the Dairy Bar’s special.
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Lacrosse team drubs MIT
YANKEE CONFERENCE 
LEADERS 
Massachusetts 6 - 0
Connecticut 6 - 0
New Hampshire 4 - 2
Maine 1 - 3
Rugby club 
wins again
The UNH Rugby Club over­
whelmed the Norwich Bteam 26-0 
in Northfield, v t. last Saturday. 
Dave Hall, a fallback, led all 
scorers with one try (4 points) 
and three conversions (2 points 
apiece). Tries were also scored 
by Jim Narkunas, Dave Lynch, 
Pete Ormiston, and Ron Page.
UNH is now 2-0 on the sea­
son. Their offense has rolled up 
a total of fifty points while their 
defense has played flawlessly, 
recording shutouts in both 
games. The team will seek its 
third victory tomorrow when it 
meets a group of Concord bus­
inessmen in a home game at the 
upper lacrosse field.
by Pat Stevens
Freshman Tony Caryl led the 
ttnh Wildcats to a 13-6 victory 
over MIT, their third win in 
four outings, before a crowd of 
100 persons at the Upper Fields 
Thursday. Caryl, a native of 
Skaneateles, New York scored 
two goas in both the second and 
fourth periods.
At 9:02 of the first period co­
captain Don Cantin ran in past 
a tight defense and zipped in a 
shot over Engineer goalie George
Braun’s shoulder. Andy Costello 
surpised MIT, scoring as their 
goalie ran back to the cage af­
ter attempting to clear the ball. 
The Engineers scored once in 
the period at 3:59 on a goal by 
Stu Doodman.
MIT came right back in the 
second period, tallying a goal at 
0.55 by Richie Straff. Straff scor­
ed the second MIT goal of the 
period, but the Wildcats had the 
upper hand in the period. Caryl 
scored his first two goals of the 
game, the second goal assisted  
by co-captain Cantin. Junior Rob 
McCarthy picked off a pass from 
Gary Fincke and worked the ball 
through a jam in front of the 
MIT cage, giving UNH a 5-2 ad­
vantage. Toddy Garber and 
Fincke both had unassisted points 
in the period, putting UNH out 
in front at the half 7-3.
Freshman Chris Glynn opened 
the scoring in the third quar­
ter at 1:25, grounding in a pass
from Mike Fish. Teddy Garber, 
a freshman attackman, scored on 
a feed from Tom Caryl. Straff 
and All-American attackman 
.Steve Cochi picked up two points 
for the Engineers in the third 
quarter.
Picking off a sharp pass from 
Jim Heard, Rob McCarthy slid  
in a point at 5:56 in the final 
period. Engineer Straff scored 
his third of the game, twisting 
by the Wildcat defense and run­
ning in on goalie Mike Jones, 
firing the ball over hs shoul­
der. Caryl scored twice in the 
period. At 8:22 he snatched a 
pass from Don Cantin and 
squeezed in a point around the 
corner of the MIT cage. Gary 
Fincke put in the lasL goal of 
the game a second before the 
final v/histle.
“ I am very pleased with the 
play of the sophomores and 
and freshmen,” said coach Junie 
Carbonneau. “ Freshman Tom 
Caryl and Gary Fincke did an 
excellent job on attack.”
“ I am very happy with the 
play of our defensemen,” Car­
bonneau continued. “ Phil Confer, 
Mickey Sheffield, and Tim Mayes 
cleared the ball very w ell.” Shef­
field and Mayes are sophomores.
Next game for UNH is Tues­
day at Tufts.
Three teams
t h ©  s p o r t s  s e e n ©
Providence nine drops Wildcats
A u to  C lub whip golfers
Five members of the Wildcat tennis team which lost a close match to Massachusetts Wednesday. (Left to 
right), Dick LaPalme, Rolf Soderberg, Gary Scavangelli, Peter Patton, and Rick Kirwan. UNH bowed to the 
defending Yankee Conference champions 5-4. Kirwan defeated the top-seeded Redmen and the Cats took 
all three doubles matches.
Photo by Conroy
Vermont basketball  coach quits
The University of Vermont’s 
head basketball coach for the last 
seven years, Arthur Loche, has 
resigned. Athletic Directpr J. 
Edward Donnelly made the an­
nouncement Tuesday.
Loche was selected as UVM’s
.eleventh head coach in 1965 and 
compiled an overall mark of 69- 
86. Citing “personal reasons and 
strong coaching possibilities” as 
his reasons for leaving the post, 
Loche will leave his position next 
month.
At this time, no committee 
has been named to begin look­
ing for a new coach.
holds r a c e
The UNH Sports Car Club will* 
hold its second Auto-Slalom race 
this Sunday in the Bookstore 
parking lot.
Tentative c lasses for the race 
are under two-liter sports, over 
two-liter sports, under two-liter 
sedan, over two-liter sedan, and 
modified ( including Lotus and 
Mini Cooper),
Registration begins at 9:00. 
There is a $5.00 entry fee.
In the first race held April 
•9, Jim Allen won the sports car 
category, Aie<x Hujsak took the 
under two-liter sedan group and 
Bill Hodgdon captured first place 
in the over two-liter c lass.
The Wildcat golf team had a 
tough tim e, bowing to three team s 
at Willimantic Country Club Wed­
nesday  afternoon.
Hosting Connecticut whipped 
the Cats 18-5, Maine beat UNH 
by the sam e score , and Babson 
took the Wildcats 17 1/2-5 1/2. 
The scoring was on the basis of 
three points for each match and 
two points for the team with the 
lower five sco res. In each match 
one point was awarded for the 
winner of the firs t nine holes, 
one for the winner of the sec­
ond nine, and one for the low 
sco re r for 18 holes. All resu lts  
were based on medal play.
Dan Carroll, for the second 
time in a row led the UNH scor­
ers. He fired a 78. Other scores 
were Bill Munroe-83, Paul 
Brunelle-90, Ernie Calverly-86, 
Jim Colell-91, Mike Carroll- 
87, Tom Staples-87.
The Wildcats play in the Yan­
kee Conference Tournament at 
Pleasant Valley Country Club in 
Sutton, Mass. today.
Providence College used time­
ly hitting to defeat the Univer­
sity of New Hampshire 6-2 last 
Wednesday in Providence, R.I.
UNH opened the scoring in the 
second inning. Steve Miller and 
Dennis Lade drew walks off win­
ning pitcher Tom Amanti. After 
Miller was forced at third, Rick 
Crosby walked to load the bases. 
Lade then scored when Tim 
Hanagan reached on an error.
Starting UNH pitcher Bob Os­
good breezed through the first 
four and two-thirds inning. He 
gave up no hits, while walking
one and striking out four.
The sophomore righthander, 
however, then walked Wayne De- 
Meo and Amanti with two out. 
George Mello then lofted a tri­
ple to deep right center to score 
the first two runs. He later 
scored on a wild pitch.
The Wildcats narrowed the PC 
lead to 3-2 in the eighth frame. 
John Gleason, after reaching first 
on a fielder’s choice, stole s e ­
cond base and tallied on M iller’s 
single to center.
The Friars iced their win with 





Many people laughed at the 22-1 and 7-1 Wildcat baseball vic­
tories over Boston University last Saturday, but for those who 
have followed UNH baseball for a while, it signified a turnabout.
Wildcat fans suffered through 15 straight losing seasons oeruxc 
last year’s team compiled a 10-8 mark. Coach Ted Conner’s 
first five teams won just 26 of 101 games. Included were losses  
by such scores as 15-3, 16-0, 19-3 and 20-1.
Last year’s team was much improved, though it did absorb a 
22-7 thrashing from Maine. This year’s squad is far improved. 
The Wildcats are playing an excellent brand of hustling base­
ball.
Last Saturday’s slaughter of BU demonstrated the reversal. 
BU was the stumbling, fumbling group--not UNH. Through the 
losing seasons, UNH produced some good players— Billy Estey 
and Joe Bartlett for example—but those teams did not make the 
clutch hits, reel off important double plays or work the hit-and- 
run play the way this year’s team does.
The 1972 Wildcats know the fundamentals. They hit the cut-off 
man on throws from the outfield, sacrifice runners along and take 
the extra base on hits by hustling.
The team had a 7-3 record going into Wednesday’s game at 
Providence. The Cats are 4-2 in Yankee Conference play with a 
pair of key games at Connecticut this weekend.
The Wildcat pitching has been superb. Senior Pete Dresser 
has a 4,0 record and a 2.18 earned run average. Junior Paul Cor­
mier leads the Conference with a 0.35 ERA. Sophomore Bob Os­
good stopped Holy Cross on five hits for a 1-0 record. UNH oppo­
nents have a team batting average of .191 against the Wildcat 
hurlers.
Captain Jeff Trundy, catcher Steve Marino, right fielder Rick 
Crosby, and Dresser are all batting over .300.
Only nine people play at a time, but a good team must have bench 
strength. Sophomore Darryle Conte has made four pinch-hit appear­
ances. He has doubled twice, tripled once and driven in five runs.
Twenty-nine runs plus twenty-five hits plus two complete game 
pitching efforts plus sound defense equals a winner, and Ted Con­
ner is building a winner.
Kuesel in the bottom of the in­
ning.
After three straight infield sin­
gles loaded the bases, Ted B ar-’ 
rette singled to center, driving 
in two runs.
Steve Hardy drove in the fi­
nal run with a single to center.
The Wildcats, now 7-4, will 
travel to Storrs, Connecticut for 
two weekend games against the 
Huskies.
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THE ART W0RLD
G race  in a goose: the works o f  Robert Laurent
Mclisandc, a 1942 sculpture in alabaster, part o f the Robert 
Laurent Memorial Exhibit opening tomorrow in Scudder Gallery.
photo by Bavendam
Schroeder receives enthusiastic response
by Pcggy Whiteneck 
Fine Arts Editor
Maflbne Schroeder is a Senior 
in the UNH drama department 
who has incorporated two areas 
of her artistic interest, drama 
and singing, into a presentation 
of songs from musicals of the 
1930’s and 1960’s. Thisprogram, 
Schroeder’s Senior project in the 
department, was presented last 
week in two performances which 
were received by audiences with 
warm enthusiasm.
Through the use of an explan­
atory talk between songs, Schroe­
der attempted to underscore the 
sim ilarities and differences in 
thematic content of songs from 
both decades. These verbal 
bridges tended to be weak and 
informationally scant. But there 
was certainly nothing scant about 
Schroeder’s .' interpretation and 
renditions of the songs them selves.
Schroeder sings with her whole 
body and soul as ™ell as her 
voice. It is a very moving ex- 
formance, for she incorporates 
into her vocal presentation ex­
pressive movements which seem  
to flow freely and naturally from 
the songs themselves. It is  this
use of movement which makes the 
performances dramatic rather 
than merely vocal.
Schroeder has a very beauti­
ful, throaty voice which is  able 
to deal with more restrained, 
introspective songs in her per­
formance as well as witl^ those 
numbers which are gutsy and boi­
sterous. At the end of the first 
night performance, Schroeder 
received a standing ovation from 
the audience, which called her 
back twice for “ one more
song.”
Due to a malfunction in the
microphone which was to be 
used in the performance, Schroe­
der was forced to deliver her 
first night performance without 
amplification . Nevertheless , 
Schoreder rendered songs with 
all the vocal intensity she pos­
sesses . Unfortunately, the strain 
of days of rehearsal culminating 
in the loss of the microphone, 
had tired her voice considerably; 
by the end of the second night. 
For the second performance, 
some relief was provided by the 
(Continued on page 1^)^.
w h a t ’s an assistant d irector?
by Mary-Jane Ammon
When we go to a movie and 
half blindly stare at the cred­
its, what names do we usually 
remember? Generally speaking, 
it is  the leading man and lead­
ing lady. Later some of us may 
recollect who directed the film.
happenm G S
A P R I . L  29
Opening of  Universi ty A r t  Gal ler ­
ies for  the Rober t  Laurent  Memor ia l  
A r t  Exh ib i t :
3 : 3 0  PM r John Laurent  of  the  
D ep ar tm en t  of  the Arts wil l  give'a  
slide and ta lk  presentat ion on his fa­
t h e r ’s w o r k  in Rm.  21 8 ,  Paul Arts.
8 PM - Mrs. Rober t  Tarbel l  wil l  
del iver ‘a paper on the w o r k  on R o ­
bert  Laurent  and o ther early modern  
Amer ican  sculptors in Rm.  21 8 ,  Paul 
Arts.
8 PM - Kenneth  Kiesler wil l  pre­
sent a program of  choral  conduct ing  
in the Brat ton R o o m  of  Paul Arts.
A P R I L  30
Galleries for  the Laurent  ex h ib i ­
t ion open at 1 PM.
Dr.  Wayne  Craven of  the Un iver ­
sity of  De laware wil l  present a paper  
on “ Modern  Sculpture:  Origins and
Di rect ions” at 3 : 3 0  PM in Rm.  2 1 8  
Paul arts.
8 PM - Panel discussion cyi the  
role of L a u re n t ’s w o r k  in the devel ­
o p m en t  of 20 t h  century art .  Guest  
fcholars,  critics, and artists wil l  par ­
t icipate.  R o o m  21 8 ,  Paul Arts.
8 PM - Linda Copeland wil l  pre­
sent a Baroque music concert  on the  
harpsichord in the Brat ton Ro om ,  
Paul Arts.
M A Y  1
First day  of  residence fo r  the  
Merce Cunn ingham Dance Co m p an y .  
M A Y  2
• 8 PM - Karen Lang wi l l  present a 
senior voice recital in the Brat ton  Rm.  
Paul Arts.
M A Y  3
8 PM - Gail  Steven,  w h o  plays 
clarinet,  wi l l  present a senior recital  
in the Brat ton  R o o m ,  Paul Arts.
There  wi l l  be a lun chbox  theater  
presentat ion in the S t ra f ford  R o o m  
of  the M U B  at noon.  ( 2 8 / 2 )
by Peggy Whiteneck 
Fine Arts Editor
The late sculptor Robert Lau­
rent liked-to live in the country 
during the summer—someplace 
where he could keep animals. In 
the fall, he would return once 
more to the urban areas and, at 
the end of each summer, 
he would have to part with farm 
animals he had acquired. The 
parting was not an easy one for 
Robert Laurent, for he was fond 
of animals, which provided the 
theme for much of his sculp­
ture. Although his later works 
were to center around the tor­
so of the human female, this ar­
tist saw the natural majesty in­
herent in other creatures from 
fish to geese.
An exhibit of the sculpture of 
Robert Laurent will be on dis­
play at the University’s art gal­
leries in Paul Arts Center from 
April 29 through July 29. One 
of the featured sculptures is in­
deed a statue of a goose. It 
is  fitting that the works of this
n a t i o n a l l y  a n d  i n t e r n a t i o n a l l y  f a
mous artist should be displayed 
in this area, for Robert Laurent 
spent much of his time in New 
England and his son, the pain­
ter John Laurent, teaches here at 
the University’s art department.
Robert Laurent worked with 
various sculptural mediums 
through-out his life, his initial 
works having been carved in 
wood. Laurent has been hailed 
by many critics as the first mo­
dern American wood carver. Next 
he worked in stone, alabaster be­
ing his favorite carving stone. 
Later, he worked in bronze and 
plaster.
In the 1920’s , Laurent was be­
ginning to turn from plants and 
animals as the theme for his 
art, having discovered the figure 
of the human female as a sculp­
tural theme. This was to be­
come his principle motif.
In the 1930’s , Laurent turned 
toward more monumental cre­
ations. He * especially liked the; 
medium of plaster because, of all 
sculptural mediums, it presented
But does anyone ever recall the 
name of the assistant director? 
Well, all he does is run around 
with a script in one hand, pen­
cil behind one ear,, getting coffee 
for the director, right? Not so; 
not at the University Theatre 
while Dr. Joseph Batchelder is  
the director. Ask Sara Zuretti, 
the assistant director of “A View 
From the Bridge,” the current 
University Theatre production.
Zuretti, better known as “Sas­
sy ” to everyone in the Drama 
Department, has been working 
hard doing research on long­
shoreman, Italian immigrants, 
Italy of the Old World and It­
aly of the New World; scheduling 
rehearsals; directing separate 
scenes; keeping an eye glued to 
the prompt script; keeping the 
other eye on the actors. Zur­
etti also acts as Stage Mana­
ger, making sure that the stage 
is set correctly every night, that 
curtain, lighting and sound cues 
are always perfect, and that the 
actors and actresses are on stage 
when they are supposed to be: 
a big job for one person.
During rehearsals, she will 
have to cope with the temper­
amental problems of the actors, 1 
Technical problems of costumers 
(Continued on page 13)
the least restrictions in terms 
of size. During this period, Lau­
rent was commissioned to do sev­
eral architectural carvings, a -  
mong them work on the Post Of­
fice in Garfield, N.J. and the 
Federal Trade Building in Wash­
ington, D.C.
In the 1940’s , Laurent devel­
oped a flatter, more angular 
style. This style, like many of 
his individual creations, was dis­
covered by accident rather than; 
by conscious planning.
This process of discovery was 
particularly evident in the cre­
ation of Laurent’ s stone car­
vings. He preferred stone to 
other more malleable mediums 
because in its resistance it al­
ready possessed a crude form 
from which the artist could work. 
Laurent himself commented on 
the process of sculptural cre­
ation. “ Generally, I start cutting 
without a preconceived idea. It 
keeps me more alert and open 
to surprises that always devel­
op,” he said.
His son,* John Laurent, who 
was involved in some joint ex­
hibitions with him, spoke to THE 
NEW HAMPSHIRE about this pro­
cess  of creative discovery. The 
younger Laurent recalls that his 
father was especially intrigued by 
Italian alabaster as a sculptural 
medium. Robert Laurent impor­
ted so many chunks of this stone 
that, at the time of his death, 
there were still three or four 
large unsculpted pieces left. John 
Laurent recalls that his father 
would walk around a chunk of 
this or some other stone for 
quite some tim e, trying to dis­
cover what the natural form of 
the rock demanded in terms of 
sculptural creation, in this 
lengthy process of discovering 
the raw stone, Laurent would 
make pencil marks at the points 
where he had decided to cut.
The decision on where to cut 
was thus a matter of discovery 
rather than arbitrary creation. 
John Laurent recalled hearing his 
father comment, “The shapes are 
there (in the raw, uncut stone). 
All I do is follow them.”
aara z,uretti, assistant director for A View from the Bridge.”
Photo by Douville
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“ I wish they’d fix that tennis 
court,” mused Mrs. Spofford; 
“ It’s like a pothole paradise. Why 
do they let it get that way?”  
The University has changed 
many of its more stringent pol­
ic ies since ]Mrs, Spofford’s ar­
rival. “Originally there were no 
parietals, and no men were al­
lowed in rooms. If a girl signed 
out, then came back for any rea­
son, she couldn’t go out again 
that night. If you were on pro­
bation, you had to check in ev­
ery hour.”
“My role is better now. I like 
less  of an authoratative figure. 
I didn’t care for the old role,” 
smiled the mother of the hall.
Still, Fairchild is more con­
servative than many of the 
newer halls partially because the 
walls are thicker, and partially 
because the girls are quieter. 
Possibly it’s because of the more 
home-like atmosphere.
“ I know you won’t like this, 
but I’m convinced young people 
are conservative and hesitate to 
move to a strange environ­
ment,” IM rs. Spofford said.
The women respect their house 
mother and consult her on prob­
lems ranging from grades to boy­
friends to playing jokes.
“ You couldn’t have a better 
house mother than Mrs. Spof­
ford,” claimed a student, “ she’s 
just the greatest^”
“ The hall won’t be the same 
without you,’’^complained a sen­
ior. “ Mrs. Spofford , I’ve never 
even heard you scream .”
“Nobody pays any attention to 
you if you scream all the tim e,” 
said the woman who knows.
D I C K E N S  T A L K
“ Dickens as a Let ter  W r i t e r ” is the  
subject of  a ta lk  by Howel l  Heaney,  
f rom  the Free L ibrary of  Phi ladel ­
phia at the annual  Fr iends of  the U n i ­
versity L ibra ry  meet ing tonight  in the  
Berkshire R o o m  of  the N e w  England  
Center  at 8 : 3 0  PM.  Th e  lecture is o- 
pen to  the publ ic.  ( 28 )
U N H  C A M P U S  C A L E N D A R
Al pha  Phi Omega wil l  dist ribute  
calendars listing the dates o f  all c a m ­
pus events to organizat ions wh ich  
sponsor campus events,  free of  
charge. Lists must  be suppl ied by May  
15.  For  fu r ther  in f orm at i on ,  contact  
Rober t  Norcross,  1 1 0  Englehardt .  
( 2 8 / 2 )
RHAC Disbands June 3 rd
To the Editor:
During the past year RHAC has 
been assessing its purpose and 
function in relation to the Uni­
versity community. We have con­
cluded that our residence hall 
association has, insofar as it is 
able to, served its purpose, i.e 
being , a unified voice for the 
residence halls of UNH, and that 
ths purpose no longer seem s 
viable. Therefore, as of June 3, 
1972 the Residence Hall Advisory 
Council will be officially disban­
ded.
Let me assure you, the resi­
dent student body, that we are 
now seeing that our programs, 
such as the refrigerator pro­
gram, the apartment listing ser-j 
vice will be continued, and that 
the channel for student input is 
maintained. The student govern­
ment office has agreed to act 
as a channel for student input 
regarding residence affairs for 
both students and administrators. 
The apartment listing service has 
already been transferred to the 
Residence Office where it is  now 
compiled and published. At this 
time we are still discussing with
other organizations the possibili­
ties of continuing our refriger­
ator program next year.
In closing let me say, we look 
upon this as a positive step in 
that this will serve as an op­
portunity for new and more vi­




Morator ium slated Thursday
UNH Student Body Pre s i-  
sent Jim Anaerson announced 
yesterday that Student Govern­
ment is sponsoring a University- 
wide convocation on the Indochina 
war Thursday afternoon, May 4.
In addition, Student Govern­
ment has scheduled an anti-war 
march at 7:00 in the evening, 
to be followed by a bonfire ral­
ly with speakers and entertain­
ment.
The convocation, which will 
begin at 1:00 p.m. on the 
T-Hall lawn, will feature four
prominant speakers, Anderson 
said. Richard Barnet, a former 
White House aide and co-direc­
tor of the Institute for Policy 
Studies (IPS) in Washington, 
D.C. will speak on the history 
of American involvement in In­
dochina. Jean Tibbels, New 
Hampshire’s delegate to the 
World Peace Council, \yill talk 
about the effect of the war on 
the Indochinese people.
The third speaker, according 
to Anderson, will be Harvard E- 
conomist Arthur MacEwan who 
will analyze the effect of the war 
on the economy. The final spea­
ker will be former UNH politi­
cal science professor Bob Win­
ston, who was fired two years 
ago amidst great controversy. 
Winston will speak on the his­
tory of the student movement a- 
gainSt the Indochina War.
The evening’s march will 
leave from the President’s lawn 
and proceed through campus. The 
bonfire r a l l y , scheduled fbr 8  p.m. 
will be held on the lawn in front 
of DeMerrit Hall.
In case of rain the convoca­
t i o n  a n d  r a l l y  w i l l  h o  h o l d  in
Snively Arena.
May 4 is the second anniver­
sary of the murders at Kent 
State University and will be 
marked across the country with 
demonstrations and day-long stu­
dent strikes.-
Dogs
Dog owners should take note 
that an ordinance was passed by 
the Town of Durham requiring 
dogs be kept on a leash. “Dogs 
running at large will be subject 
to impounding by the Durham Po­
lice or UNH Security Officers 
and turned over to the Town Dog 
Officer,” said Assistant Superin­
tendent of Properties Herbert P. 
Larson.
U N I V E R S I T Y  T H E A T E R
T he  Universi ty  Thea ter  wil l  pre­
sent A r t h u r  M i l l e r ’s “ A  V i e w  f ro m  
the  Br idge”  on Apr i l  2 8 , 2 9  at 8 PM,  
and Apri l  30  at  2 PM,  and May  
4 , 5 ,6  at 8 PM at Johnson Theater .  
Admission is $1 . 5 0 .  For  reservations,  
call 8 6 2 - 2 2 9 0 .  ( 2 8 / 2 / 5 )
A L L I E D  A R T S
Merce Cunn ingham and his dance  
co m p an y  wil l  be in residence at U N H .  
T h e  schedule of  events is as fol lows:  
Ma y 1-Master class. Dance Studio,  N 
H Hall ,  2 PM
May  2 -Lec ture -per formance ,  N H  Hall  
A u d i t o r i u m ,  8 PM.  Admission $3,  
students $2.
May  3 -Lec ture -per formance ,  Exe te r  
A c ad em y,  6 : 3 0  PM.
May 4-Master  class, Dance Studio,  
N H  Hal l ,  1 2 : 3 0 - 2  PM.
May 5 -Open  rehearsal,  Field House,
2 PM.
Dance event,  Field House,  8 PM.  A d ­
mission $3,  students $2.
May 6 - l n fo rm al  seminar w i th  Merce  
Cunningham and lead dancer Chri t ian  
W o l f f  in A l u m n i  R o o m ,  N H  Hall ,  
10 A M .  ( 2 8 / 2 / 5 )
USA
MEN 'S WINDBREAKERS 
100 / .  Nylon 
sizes S’ M“ L“ XL 
priced from 5.99 to 6.98
Maplewwood & Central Portsmouth
Moure 10 AM to 10 PM Mon.-Frt.
10 AM to 6 PM Sat.
1 PM to 6 PM Sunday
H & r c t  " f o  L I a u . t
( W .  S O - S . fc to
P R E - R E & I
O / o r e & ' f e . i v b i
H o w  - n V f c o u f r d  fw ftV  5
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Relentless search for reporters begins
Pipe-smoking P.J. Scott gives a wel­
com ing smile to new reporters.
Photo by Painchaud
DURHAM, April 29-TH E 
NEW HAMPSHIRE today 
began its annual search for 
new reporters.
“ We are looking for re­
porters with a refreshing 
outlook on the University,” 
proclaimed. Lisa Pray, man­
aging editor. “What we 
need are persons who are 
w itty, urbane, and, may I 
mention it, egocentric.”
“ We need mild-mannered 
reporters who are capable 
of leaping buildings in a 
single bound,” interjected 
Priscilla Cummings, assist­
ant news editor.
“ And women w on’t  be 
relegated to an inferior posi­
tio n ,” Patty Scott, advert­
ising manager, added..
THE NEW HAMPSHIRE, 
with a staff numbering in 
the thirties, annually con­
ducts this search in an a t­
tem pt to  breathe new life 
into the spring fever-ridden 
staff.
The newspaper is not 
choosy about who it selects 
to fill these highly selective 
offices. “ If y o u ’ve ever 
written a letter home, you 
can write for us,” declared 
Ed Penhale, editor-in-chief.
Students and/or letter 
writers may apply in room 
151, Memorial Union Build­
ing, anytim e they dare ven­
ture into the vicinity.
14 years o f  experience -p o o f !
THE NEW HAMPSHIRE 
regrets to announce the de­
parture of four of its editors. 
Louis Ureneck, editor-in- 
chief; Michael Painchaud, 
managing editor; Jonathan 
Hyde, productions editor; 
and Nicholas Wallner, photo­
grapher; will enter the world 
renowned job m arket on 
June 4, 1972.
The quartet worked for 
THE NEW HAMPSHIRE a 
to tal of 14 years. Three 
of them  have served as edi­
tor-in-chief. Thus far, they 
have received 213 rejection 
notices from newspapers a- 
round the country, includ­
ing such greats as the Osh­
kosh News Trivia, the Berk­
shire Eagle, and the New 
York Times.
Hyde, who achieved n o t­
oriety as homemaking edi­
tor, noted he expects to 
spend the rest of his life
either as a janitor or an 
occupant of the departm ent 
of em ploym ent security of­
fices.
Painchaud plans a career 
as a customer cit the Down- 
under Pub, and Ureneck, 
having survived the w orld’s 
most nerve-wracking exam 
which was administered by 
an east coast newspaper,
will probably spend the'rest 
of his life installing tele­
phones or cleaning up his 
language.
Wallner is employed by 
the Army Reserves, Inc.
The journalism magnates’ 
replacements are confident 
the paper can go nowhere 
but up. The new staff will 
assume responsibility for the 
paper May 1.
Send o k id to comp?
Giv#* a guy a job! Y ou m ay take  yum  p ick  from  U> ie ligh tfu l 
m en, p ic tu red  from  le f t to  righ t, U reneck, Painchav. vde and  
W allner. . P h o to s  by U nknow n
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LOVELY NEW HOMES FOR SALE
GREAT BAY MOTOR CO., INC.
Route 108 in Newmarket 659-3215
P CHEVROLET
1970 Nova 4 Dr. 6 cyl aut p/str
1970 Chevelle Malibu Stp Cpe
8cyl auto, power steering etc.
1970 Impala 4 dr spt sedan air-
conditioned 8 cyl. auto power 
steering AmFm radio
1968 Impala 4 dr stp sedan 8 cyl auto 
power steering
1969 Nustang sport roof 8 cyl. auto p/ster
1964 Ford Van 6 cyl. standard
WISH YOUR HEAD 
WOULD BLOSSOM?
NOT LIKELY. BUT II 
YOUR CROWNING GLORY 
LOOKS LIKE ITS GOING 
TO SEED, YOU ARE 
RIGHT TO BE CONCERNED.
OUR RESEARCH HAS PRO­
VEN THAT YOU CAN KEEP 
YOUR HAIR AND SCALP 
HEALTHY, VITALLY ALIVE 
AND LUSTROUS -  DAMAGE- 
FREE AND DANDRUFF- 
FREE WITH OUR
Professional Brush 
The  Finest  S h a m p o o  
C o n tro l  So lu t ion  
Ful l  Instruct ions  
A Special  B o o k le t
SEND SI2.95 (CHECK OR 
MONEY ORDER). SATIS­
FACTION GUARANTEED.
NEW E N G L A N D  HAIR  
RESEARCH LABS.
P.O, BOX 609 - Dept. A /-4  
M ERR IM AC K,  N.H. 03054
J D f o g m
S T U D EN T S !  
you m a y  purchase a whole  
life,  cash value policy now  
for only $ 4 6 . a year. For  
more details please complete 
coupon below  & mail t o d a y .
The EQUITABLE Life Assurance Society of the U nited  States






NEW 3 BEDROOM RANCH 
SWAINS LAKE 
$900 DOWN




* ONE ACRE LOT
$27,900 
BARRINGTON, N. H.
$207.94 MONTHLY MORTGAGE PAYMENT
* ALL ELECTRIC HEAT
* GARAGE
* PRIVATE BEACH FOR AREA
* m BATHS, COLOR TILED 
IN HEART OF WHITE MOUNTAINS -  NEW THREE
BEDROOM CHALET -  PRICE ONLY $25,500 
WALL TO WALL CARPETING, LATEST TILE BATH, ALL ELECTRIC 
CABINET KITCHEN, UPSTAIRS PORCH, SET ON PINE TREE 
COVERED 40,000 FOOT LOT
JUST A FEW MILES OFF 1-93 NEAR PLYMOUTH, N. H.
STANLEY SHMISHKISS REALTY CO.. TNC 
145 MUNROE STREET LYNN, MASS.
(617) 592-8100, (617) 631-4866, (617) 531-8017
SPRING IS 
HERE
Know a place where some­
one could crash for a 
nighi??
Call Cool Aid 
868-5600 
862-2293
Classes will begin at the following times for students 






Tuesday April 18 7-9 & 9-11 
Wednesday May 3 7-9 
Monday May 1 7-9 
Monday May 1 6-8 
Monday May 1 7-9
For more information, or anyone interested 
in candlemaking and macrame’ call Ann at 8 6 2 -2 3 79 .
58 PORTSMOUTH AVE.. EXETER, N.H. 772-3600
<&D3£>
(3) Jus. $1300.00 Ead
excellent condition.
1967 VW Bug
New beige paint, new exhaust. A great Just $1 150.00 
second car.
1966 VW Bug
New paint, new engine - A great car ford Just $950.00 





OR A JR. EXEC IN
MANAGEMENT
If you re a young man or woman with 2 academic years remaining either at 
the undergraduate or graduate level, you can apply for entry in the Air Force’s 
2-year ROTC program, offered on college campuses all across the country. If you 
qualify, you’ll receive a $100 a month, nontaxable subsistence allowance. And on 
graduating, you’ll receive an officer’s commission in the Air Force. Also, this year, 
for the first time, the Air Force is offering hundreds of scholarships in the Air Force 
ROTC 2-year program paying full tuition; lab expenses; incidental fees; a text­
book allowance and the same $100 each month, tax free. For more information, 
mail in the coupon today. Or, call 800-631-1972 toll free.* Enroll in the Air Force 
ROTC, and get your future off the ground. ‘ In New Jersey call 800-962-2803.
U.S. AIR FORCE RECRUITING SERVICE 
DIRECTORATE OF ADVERTISING (A PV )
RANDOLPH AIR FORCE B A SE , TEXAS 78148
Please send me more information on A ir Force RO TC 2-year program.
N am e. .D ate of Birth_ .S ex .
Address. 
C ity___ .S ta te . _Zip_
Date of G raduation . College
I understand there is no obligation.
Find yourself a scholarship in Air Force ROTC.
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and technicians and designers, 
and she will, have to faoe the 
director with some of these ob­
stacles. These tasks are d i f f i ­
cult, but Zuretti is the person 
who makes many of the connec­
ting pieces of the production work 
together.
The play itself is about the 
longshoremen and Italian immi­
grants (legal and illegal) of New 
York-- how they live together, 
how they fight together, how they 
learn the meaning of law and 
the meaning of justice, how they 
learn to grow with each other. 
“ A View From the Bridge” is 
a powerful play and should form 
an exciting dramatic production 
about a people that most of us 
know little about.
Performances of this Arthur 
Miller play will be in the John­
son Theatre of Paul Creative 
Arts Center on April 28-29 and 
May 4-6 at 8:00 p.m. with a 
2:00 pirn, matinee on April 30.
CLASSIFIEDS
W A N T E D - O n e  m e n ’s and one ladies 
2 6 ” 3-speed bicycle Tor a reasonable  
price.  Call 2 -1 4 2 9  or 8 6 8 - 5 6 5 2  af ter  
4 : 3 0 .  ( 2 8 /2 ) .
House Painter:  We need someone  
capable of  scraping and paint  the  
t r i m  and porches on a h om e in Do v­
er. Call 7 4 2 - 0 7 3 0 .  (28 )
1 9 6 4  M G B ,  engine and transmission  
(wi th  overdr ive)  have been co mp le t e ­
ly rebui l t .  Has roll bar,  hard top,  
and new radial tires. $ 5 5 0 .  Call 74 2 -  
4 1 6 4 .  ( 2 8 / 2 ) .
P a r t i m o  O o c r c l a i  y  H c c c p t i o n f o t  Co
w o r k  in Dover- ,  af ternoons 4 : 3 0  to  
7 : 3 0  and Saturdays.  Wr i te  to 93 1  Cen­
tral Ave.  Dover ,  N.’H.  or call 742-
0 7 3 0 .  (28 )
F O R  SA LE : ,  19 71  BSA 5 0 0  c.c. 
Gold Star,  4 , 0 0 0  miles. Recent ly  
overhauled.  Excel len t  condi t ion .
$7 50 .  Call D ick  Wal ton  at  Kappa Sig­
ma ( 2 1 2 8 8 ) .  Leave message w i th  
phone num ber .  ( 2 8 / 2 )
Ref r igerator  wanted .  Needed f rom  
,now to end of  school,  wil l  buy ,  rent  
or bor row.  Leave note for  T o m  Joslin 
at 8 6 2 - 1 4 8 5 , or whi le eating the  
good food  at the F oot  and Mout h  
Macrobus in f ron t  o f  the  M U B  at  
noon,  see me.  T h a n k  you .  (28 )
R a y  F .  M a c D o n a ld  A g e n c y
Insurance, Real Estate 
1 Madbury Rd.,  Durham 8 6 8 - 5 5 6 3
CHARTER FLIGHT INFORMATION CENTER 
to London-Paris
E U R O P E
Brady Ford means business 
Tom Parkes means business 
at Brady Ford 436-1340
Sl 94 $230 round tripround tripbefore May 31 ^ I g U W J  after May 31
TICKETS ISSUED IM M EDIATELY!
Paul Mellion - A Sales Rep. 








this summer in the Merrimack  
Valley  Region?
Manchester Concord Nashua
Earn 4 to 8 credits
in the evenings 
at the
Merrimack Va lley  Branch
of the
University of N ew  Hampshire
Classes meet two nights a week for only six weeks
June 19 - August 1 Course schedules availible
Register now - 501 S . Porter Street
Manchester N .H .  03103 
Telephone 668-0700
^Spring c.Festival
Now East—West have both been 
ripped down 
A n d  le ft quite a bit o f  a mess.
So come help us cover the 
ground
With loam , so our park can progress.
H<z.I p S t a r t  O u r  P a r K !
bejinificj at 12'00-nocna
t h (In case o f rain, Saturday, May 6)
live music, ice cream, 
and cool aid!
Students for a Parko




The Dinner -- $1.15 
The Bucket -- $4.25 




P lease co m p a r e  b e fo r e  y o u  p u rch a se  y o u  L ife
Please compare before you purchase your Life 
Insurance. There are differences! We represent 
a mutual (dividend producing), New York State 
approved, remarkably low net cost company. (B est’s 
Insurance Reports) Paul B. Allen (UNH ’58)
48 Bellamy Road, Dover, N.H. 
Phone 742-0025
THE GUARDIAN Life Insurance Co m p an y  of  Amer ica  
Establ ished I 8 6 0 ,  a mutua l  co mp any ,  201  Park Avenue  South ,  N e w  Y o r k ,  
___________________   N . Y .  1 0 0 0 3
SPORT CRAFT JOGGING SHOES
10.95
MENS & WOMENS JACK PURCELL 
TENNIS SNEAKERS 10.95 & 9.95
HARDWARE HOUSE
Jenkins Court Durham
HOUSING N O W  
AVAILABLE IN DURHAM
*  S IN G L E S
*  FU R N IS H ED
*  A P A R T M E N T S
apply in person a t :
*  DOUBLES
*  K IT C H E N S
*  P A R K IN G
CAM PUS R EA LT Y
4 7 Main  Street Durham,N.H
8 68 -2797
Starting May 1st!
A new place in
DURHAM
to pay your telephone bill
HOME CARE CENTER 
Durham Shopping Center, Durham 
instead of at Great Bay Cleaners 
on Jenkins Court.
As usual, you may continue to pay your hill by mail using 
the return envelope provided.




TR i-c iry c in e m a s
fits.*)* /o'4• AVi’rscmersworth Ltrji’742-7317
■ N IM u f
E V E . 7 :0 0 - 9 :1 5 S A T . 2 : 0 0 - 7 :0 0 - 9 :1 5 S U N . 2 :0 0  - 4 :3 0  -  7 :0 0  - 9 :15
n w - c n y  C I N E M A S
i  1* . .• A V.vr, f >< <r r- C IN E M A  II 7 th  B IG  W E EK
N ow  Showing!
Walt D isn ey’s A cadem y Award W inning 
“ Bedknobs & Broomsticks”
Sat. Mat. 2 :0 0  — Sun. Mat. 2 :0 0  - 4 :0 0  All Matinee 
/  D aily M atinees at 2 :0 0  Seats 1.00
MONDAY
TUESDAY BARGAIN NITES SEATS $1.00
KITTEBMORK
DRIVE-IN Theatre ★
ROUTE ONI • • • • • • • •  KITTIRY ME.




HORRORS OF THE 
BLACK MUSEUM.
  FREE PARKING NEXT TO CINEMA ON CONGRESS STREET
DOUBLE DECK PARKING LOT 1/2 BLOCK FROM CINEMA 2 BLOCKS FROM CIVIC
E.M.LOEW’S.l o e w s  E.M.LOEW’S
C i n e i r U L -  o X / v i C *
dial 436-2605
N -O -W  
EVES AT 7:15 
FRI & SAT AT 7:45
dial 436-5710
S T A R T S -  
FR I . (APR IL  28th)
EVES.  AT  6:50& 8:45 
MATS F R I . - S A T  & SUN 1:30 







hat Set the Whole World 
../* Doing It Again!
MONOAY
TUESDAY BARGAIN NITES PERPERSON $1.00
( 6 E T C H A  [J\\J s o /
Like to meet new people, like 
to experim ent with new ideas, 
Have you ever been experienced 
well, MUSO has. Try it - you’ll 
like it —  MUSO is now accept­
ing applications for the follow­
ing salaried positions:
/ f / T s s z
fn  v
Pres: oversees all com m ittee functions, spokesman for MUSO affairs; turns the
power off when the shit hits the fan.
Vice Pres: Coordinates MUSO committees, responsible for cleaning the fan.
Treas: Custodian of MUSO funds, make a clean sweep of all financial operations.
Sec: Responsible for MUSO Communications Network.
Fine Arts Chairman: coordinator of F Arts, cultural programming, lectures, edu­
cational innovation.
Pop Arts Chairman: P Arts coordinator; University-wide cultural activities.
Film Chairman: Booking and scheduling of MUSO film projects; opportunity  to 
project yourself into the mainstream of cosmic celluliod.
Crafts workshop: for the craftiest of individuals; this position offers one of the 
bpportunity  coordinating the teachings of such ancient arts as leatherwork, candle- 
making, weaving and batik.
Memorial Union Student Organization 
(application for Paid Positions)
Name
Campus Address Phone
MaJ°r . . . . . .  Class
Extracurricular activities in which you are now involved:
Position desired:
Previous Experience (if any):
Why do you want this position?
Why are you “The Best’’ for this job?
Please*return applications to MUB Reception Desk by 
Monday, May 1 s
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SCHROEDER
(Continued from page 10) 
re-instatement of a microphone. 
The talk bridges between songs 
seemed to be even less  effec­
tive than they had been the first 
night, as Schroeder made an ap­
parent effort to save her voice 
for the singing itself. The whole 
second-night performance seem ­
ed subdued in comparison to the 
first-night performance.
But the beauty of this per­
former is her ability to carry 
on naturally even under strain. 
And her voice was beautiful e -  
nough even when tired to cre­
ate a second-night sensation for 
her audience. Deeply impressed  
with the beauty and vivacity of 
her singing, the audience once 
again called her back after the 
planned performance was ended. 
During the ca llb ack , the micro­
phone died again. Undaunted, 
Schroeder tossed the useless  
mike aside, giving the number 
everything her body and voice 
had to give it. The audience was 
thoroughly delighted.
The microphone was, while it 
worked, alternately an asset and 
a liability in the second-night 
performance. A mike was ea si­
er on her voice, but the trap­
pings and wires were an obvi­
ous hindrance to the performer 
in her attempts to move freely  
about the stage area. Her move­
m e n t - ,  s n  f r e e  and  natural and 
wide on the first night was l i ­
mited and subdued by wires the 
second night.
Schroeder will present the per­
formance once more on May 14. 
Her voice,' brilliant even when 
tired, should be at its finest af­
ter a few days of rest. The 
performance is definitely worth 
attending.
689S-6S9 NV3PW M 3
ZS880 3HIHSdWVH M3N l3>iaVWM3N
SNVDiaiD313 831SVW
sasufhajutj! ajqnag? 
3DN3QI3NOD 30  ilOA V
NEW FOUR APARTMENT  
BUILDING OVERLOOKING  
SWAINS LAKE 
BARRINGTON, N.H.
PRICE $60 ,000  
MORTGAGE $50 ,000  
GROSS INCOME $7 ,920  
STANLEY SHMISKISS 
REALTY CO., INC.





V O T E - S T E V E  W H E E L E R  
S E N A T O R - K E N D A L L  H A L L
d i s t r i c t  4 1  - L i f e  
Sci ences &  a g r i c u l t u r e
T h o m p s o n  S c h o o l  o f  
A p p l i e d  Science
d e a d l i n e  F r i  3 p m
A P A R T M E N T
R E N T A L S  
SPRING & F A L L
S P E C I A L  S T U D E N T  
L E A S E S
call Spinelli Corp. 
742-9552
LET S MAKE A DEAL!
THRU M AY 2 at 2 pm
O N L Y
ring In 
Yo uf Most 
G a rish , Unique or
Flashiest Necktie
and Get A  5 -P a c k  O f ‘ D






V e ry  B est
Com plete 4 -C h a n n e l
S te re o  S y s te m !
j e t - A S e
S t e r e o
INCLUDES:
• Our Custom-Made by Fisher ARS-747 Stereo-4 Receiver 
for true or synthesized 4-Channel sound from tape, records 
or FM. #31-4007 • Realistic/Miracord-45 Pushbutton Auto­
matic Precision-Crafted Turntable. n « . -  . „  .
#42-2592 • Four ARS/11C Custom- Re9- Separate Parts Price
Manufactured by Fisher 3-Way Speak- 1 3 0 7 ”




H  ?  K M ir a c oFisher, M«raco»u
Electro-Voice.
The Most Unique Necktie Will Be
Selected By Marjie Flanders, Fashion Expert!
f s a a x M r
r f t s T h 'r  j x z ? r . ‘r z
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B U L L E T I N  B O A R D
T H E  N E W  H A M P S H I R E  prints 
no t i ces  f ree of charge to non- pr o ­
f i t  o r  c h a r i t a b le  organizat ions.  D e ­
ad l i nes  for submission of  i tems for  
B u l l e t i n  B oa r d  are 3 p.m.  Sunday  
f o r  t he  T ue sd ay  issue, and 3 p.m.  
Wedn esd ay  for the Fr iday  issue. 
Due t o  space l imitat ions,  i tems  
c a n n o t  be run more than tw o  
issues.
H U M A N I T I E S  M A J O R
Sophomores  and juniors w i th  an 
average of 2.7 or bet ter  are invited  
to apply for ent rance to the new  
humanit ies  major .  Contac t  Prof.  
Carmcel l i ,  Ha m Smi th  123 ,  tel.  862 -  
J 321 .  ( 1 8 / 2 1 / 2 5 / 2 8 )
S U M M E R  JOBS
“ Su m m e r  Jobs” and “ S u m m e r  
E m p l o y m e n t  D i r e c t o r y ” are now  
avai lable at the Reserve Desk in 
the L ibrary (F loo r  B). ( 25 ,  28 )
S E N I O R  L I F E  S A V I N G  C O U R S E  
Do you need Red Cross Senior  
Life Saving before the summer? Ten-  
day course of fered  at the U N H  pool  
May 18 through June 1, 4 to 6 p.m.  
A n y  questions? Contac t  K. Amsden  
o- P. Ho f f  at N .H .  Hal l ,  2 - 2 0 7 0  ( 2 1 / 2 8 )
S T U D E N T  C A U C U S  E L E C T I O N S  
Poll ing places wil l  be in the indivi ­
dual dormi tor ies  and fraterni t ies and 
soroities.  T imes of pol l ing wil l  be 
set by the dorms and fraterni t ies  
and sororities.  C o m m u t e r  vot ing wil l  
be in the M U B ,  W SB E and the L i ­
brary f ro m 10 a.m.  to 3 p .m.  Vot ing  
will  be Thursday  and Fr iday  Apr i l  
27 and 28.  There wil l  also be a 
re ferendum on the bal lot  forstudents  
to express thei r  opinions on the  
Viet  Na m  War.
Candidates are: Dist.  1, Nor t h  
and South Congreve,  P A U L M C G A R R  
Dist. ,  2, Scott  and Smi th ,  M A R C E L ­
L A  J O R D O N ;  Dist.  3, Jessie Doe and
r v n _ L d u g m m ,  i v i  i ^  r i  c l  l_  l  t .  t J C . K I N l t . K
Dist.  4, Stoke I, J O H N  N U T E ;  Dist.
5, S toke I I ,  L O R R A I N 5  G R O T E ;  
Dist.  6, Stoke - I - House at large, 
K A R E N  N I X O N ;  Dist.  7, Hetzel  and '  
Fai rchi ld,  A N D R E A  R O U S S E A U ;
Dist.  8, Christensen - Men,  R I C H ­
A R D  POPE;  Dist.  9,  Christensen-Wo-  
men,  no candidate;  Dist.  10,  Devine,  
D I A N E  D ’E ' U G E N I O ;  Dist 11,  Ra n ­
dal and H i tchcock ,  L I N D A  M O N I C A ;  
Dist.  12,  Hubbard ,  K E N  N E L L I G A N ;  
Dist.  1 3, W i l l i a m s o n - K / le n , R A Y M O N D  
G O D L E S K I ,  R. B R I A N  S N O W ;  Dist.  
14,  Wi l l i ams on -Wom en,  K I M  L A M P -  
SO N ,  Dist 15,  Englehart  and A l e x ­
ander,  Michael  Nevi l le,  Dist  16,  H u n ­
ter and Gibbs,  M. R A Y M O N D  N U T E ,
W I L L I A M  S K O F I  E L D ,  P E T E R  N I ­
K I T A S ;  Dist 17,  Sawyer  and Lord,
P A T R I C K  C A M U S A T ;  Dist 18,  So ­
rorit ies,  B E T T E  K A T S E K A S ;  Dist.  
19, 20,  Fraterni t i es.  D O N  D A N A  IS, 
D A V I D  F E L C H ,  D A V I D  R O B E R T S  
and H U G H  Z I B E L L ;  Dist 41 ,  L i f e ’ 
Sciences and Agricu l tu re,  no cand­
idate,  T h o m p s o n  School  of  App l ied  
Sciences,  no candidate;  D i s t 4 2 , T e c h ­
nology,  no candidate;  Dist 43 ,  W S B E  
S T E V E  J O H N S O N ;  Dist 44 ,  Heal th  
Studies,  no candidate;  Dists, 45 ,  46  
47 ,  48 ,  49 ,  Liberal  Ar ts  Co mm uters ,  
D A R R Y L  S M I T H ,  A N D R E W  T E R R -  
A G N I ,  D A N  I E L  BO G  A N N  A M ,  W I L L ­
I A M  B A G H D O Y A N ,  P E T E R  D E K -  
K E R .
G A Y  C O N S C I O U S N E S S
The next  meet ing o f  Gay  Con­
sciousness wil l  be on Tuesday ,  May  2
at 8P.M.  in the Hex  R o o m  of M c­
Connel l  Hall .  Al l  gay students,  men  
and w o m e n ,  are we l come.  ( 2 8 / 2 )
N A K W A C H .
There  wi l l  be a meet ing of  Nak -  
wach,  student  o rganizat ion dedicated  
to the e l imina t ion  of  stereotypes of  
Am er ican  Indians,  on M o n d a y  at 7 PM  
in the Ro ck ingham R o o m  of  the M U B .  
(28 )
G L A S S E S  F O U N D
A m a n ’s pair o f  gold meta l - f ramed  
glasses w i th  b rown plastic ear parts 
and a doub le  ridge over the nose was 
found  at Davis Court  last week-end.  
Please contact  8 6 8 - 7 4 8 5 .  ( 2 8 / 2 )
S T U D E N T  C A U C U S  M E E T I N G  
The  student  caucus win meet  
Sunday  night,  Apr i l  30  at 7 in the  
Senate -Mer r imac k  room of the U-  
nion to discuss and vote on the  
remaining S A T  funded  organizat ions  
budget  requests for the 7 2 -7 3  aca­
demic year.
T he  discussions wi l l  c o n c e r n T H E  
N E W  H A M P S H I R E ,  the Black S tu ­
dent  Un ion  and the Memor ia l  Un ion  
Student  Organ iza t ion  ( M U S O ) .  The  
student  bod y  is invited to at tend  
this very i m p o r t a n t  meet ing of  the  
caucus. Non-caucus members  wil l  
oe a l lowed to cont r ibu te  to the  
discussion. ( 2 5 / 2 8 )
•
M A T H  4 2 8
Registrat ion is n ow  open for  
the mini -mester of  Math  42 8 .  The  
summ er  school session lasts f rom  
June 5 to June 23 ,  and students  
may register at the  Division of  Co n ­
t inuing Educat ion  before June 2 . ( 2 5  
_28K
JE S S IE  D O E  M O V I E
Jessie Doe Hall  wi l l  . present the  
novie “ J o e ” on Fr iday  night Apr i l  
?8, at 8 p .m.  in thei r  lounge.  Ad-
nission is 75  cents for resdients of  
Jessie Doe and $ 1 . 0 0  for everyone  
else. Free pota to  chips! ( 2 5 / 2 8 )
U N I V E R S I T Y  T H R E A R E
Th e  Universi ty The a t re  wi lT pre­
wil l  present A r t h u r  M i l l e r ’s “ A  view  
f rom the Br idge ,” Apr i l  28 ,  29  at 8 
p.m. ,  Apr i l  30  at 2 p .m.  and May 4,
5, and 6 at 8 p .m.  in the Johnson  
Theatre .  Admiss ion  is $ 1 .5 0 .  ( 2 5 / 2 8 )
A E G I S
A E G I S  wil l  meet  Tuesday nigh'  
to elect a new ed i to r  and discuss 
the next  issue, 7 p .m.  ro om  1 3 4 , U- 
nion.  Dead l ine for next  issue’s con­
test is May  1. Bring submissions to  
SPO off ice,  roo m 134 ,  Un ion .  ( 2 5 / 2 8 )
S T U D E N T S  F O R  A  P A R K ------
S P R I N G  F E S T I V A L
T h e r e ’s going to be an a f t e rnoon  
spr ing testivai 5 a t ur aa y ,  Mprn  zy ,  
wi th  music,  free ice c ream and co t ­
ton  candy on the East-West Hall  land  
site. Th e  occasion is to spread the  
loam on ‘o u r ’ park.  T he  who le  
c o m m u n i t y  is we lc o me  to the festi- 
f ro m 12 noon to ?. If you  d o n ’t 
want  to spread loam,  bring a musi ­
cal ins trument .  ( 2 5 / 2 8 )
R E D  C R O S S  F I L M
Amer ica n  Red Cross “ Ski l led  
S w i m m i n g , ”  a new 16 m m  f i lm  w i th  
color  and sound,  has beep purchased  
by the D u rh a m  Chapter  of  the A m ­
erican Red Cross to aid in teaching  
water  safety and sw im m in g  to U N H  
students and residents o f  Du rh am .  
For i n fo rm at io n  call Mrs. Dona ld  
Sumner  at  8 6 8 - 2 5 7 9  or the Du rh am  
Red Cross at 8 6 8 - 9 6 9 2 .  ( 2 5 / 2 8 )
L E C T U R E  S E R I E S
Uni f icat ion  Church in-depth  
study of  a comprehensive new re­
l igious, phi losophical  ideal and the  
new life being bui l t  around  it. 
Based on an ecumenical ,  inte rfai th  
.movement  uni t ing both Eastern and  
Western religions. Deals w i th  ques­
t ions regarding God  and man,  spir­
itual  evolut ion,  suffer ing and evil, 
the purpose of  I. , and the mean­
ing of history.  F o l lo w ed  by dis­
cussion.
Ne xt  Lectures:
Tues. ,  May  2, 7 p.m., Sul l ivan  
Ro o m ,  M U B
Tues. ,  May  9, 7 p .m. ,  Sull ivan  
Ro o m,  M U B
For more in f o rm at i on ,  contact :
Joe Stein,  436! *0677,  Por tsmouth.
G L A S S E S  F O U N D
Fou nd:  In m y  car, go'd- r im
glasses in black snap Case. Pos­
sibly belong to h i tc hh iker  ■ ,Ca* 
3 3 2 - 6 5 0 6 .  (25 ,  28 )
S E N I O R  K E Y
The re  wil l  be a meet ing of all 
members of  Senior  Key  on Sunday  
at 7 PM in the Sull ivan R o o m  of  the  
M U B .  (28 )
C A R  W A S H
K A W S E  wil l  sponsor a car wash 
Sunday  at the Du rh am  Shell  Stat ion  
f ro m  1 1 : 3 0  to 3 : 0 0 .  (25 )
OPEN EVERY NITE TIL 9
Quality Family Footwear at Discount Prices! 
FEATURING
Expert Children’s Fitting 
* American -made sneakers
* Vibram-soled Hiking Boots 
Famous Quoddy Moccasins
* Hard to Find Sizes and Widths
WHY PAY MORE?
RED’S FAMOUS SHOE BARN
35 BROADWAY, DOVER -- FREE PARKING
Weekdays 9 : 3 0 -9 ,  Sa turday 9-9
W A T C H  F O U N D
A  w o m a n ’ s watch  was fo und  o u t ­
side T & C  Saturday morning .  Contac t  
Doug Mac Leo d  at 8 6 2 - 1 2 9 6 .  ( 2 8 / 2 )
K I T E  D A Y
T h e  first annual  ki te day wil l  be 
this Sunday  at one o ,c lock in the  
f ield to the right of  the tennis c o u r t s ^  
Admiss ion  is 25  cents and prizes wil l  
be awarded .  (28 )
N E W  C O U R S E  O F F E R E D
An  independent  study seminar on 
psychology and rel igion wil l  be o f ­
fered fall semester b y n K i r k  E. Farns­
w o r t h  o f  the psychology de p ar tm en t  
and Bob Fryl ing  of  Intervarsi ty Chris­
t ian Fel lowsh ip  for  1-4 credits.  Pre­
register for  psychology 7 9 5  section 11 
and state num ber  of  credits desired.  
Open to all students.  ( 2 8 / 2 )
S T U D E N T  W I V E S
U N H  Student  Wives Club wil l  have 
the  annual  May  Tea at  President and 
Mrs. B o n n e r ’s home on May 8 at 8 
P.M. ,  Main St. D ur ham .  Al l  members  
are invited.  P .H.T .  awards wil l  be pre­
sented and new off icers wil l  be in­
stalled.  ( 2 8 / 2 )
C A M P U S  G O L D
Campus Gold  wi l l  meet  Tuesday  
at 6 : 3 0  PM in Devine Hall  Lounge.  
( 2 8 / 2 )
G R A N I T E
Appl ica t ions for  the 1 9 7 3  Gran i te  
staff  are being accepted f r o m  now  
unti l  M ay  15.  Salaried posit ions in­
clude ed i tor ,  ass. ed i tor ,  business 
manager ,  photo  ed itor ,  l i terary edi ­
tor ,  secretary.  We also need p h o t o ­
graphers.  Pick up appl icat ions at the  
Gran i te o f f i c e  in the  M U B .  ( 2 8 / 2 )
C H A M B E R  S I N G E R S
T h e  Du rh am  Chamber  Singers wil l  
present a Monteverd i  Recital  on May  
4  at 8 PM in the  Brat ton  Recital  
Hall ,  Paul Arts.  ( 2 8 / 2 )
M U S I C A L  E N T E R T A I N M E N T
T h e  d ep ar tm en t  o f  music wi l l  pre­
sent “ Music for  Diverse Ins t ru me n ts ” 
on Sunday  in the Brat ton  Recital  
Hall ,  Paul Arts.  ( 2 8 )
A T T N :  S U S A N  P I T T S
Susan Pitts, you  have lost you r  
I D  card. Y o u  may  claim it at  the  re­
cept ion deslk o f  the M U B .  ( 2 8 / 2 )
U N H  L I V E S T O C K  S H O W
T h e  U N H  l ivestock show wil l  be 
t o m o r r o w  at  8 : 3 0  A M  at the Putnam
Pavi l ion.  See the oxen demonst ra t ion  
chicken race, c o w m i lk in g  contest  and  
more .  A  chicken barbecue wi l l  be 
sponsored by A l pha  Zeta.  A d m i s ­
sion is free.  (28 )
M U B  M O V I E
“ J o e ” wi l l  play t o m o r r o w  night  
at 7 and 9 PM in the S t r a f fo rd  R o o m
of  the M U B .  Admission is 75  cents.  
(28 )
S T U D E N T  J U D I C I A R Y  B O A R D  
Appl ica t ions  are n o w  being taken  
for  people wishing to  become m e m ­
bers of  the  S tudent  Jud ic ia ry  Board.  
Tu rn  th em  in to the S tudent  Af fa irs  
Of f ic e  in the  M U B  by noon on M ay  3.
C A R E E R  S Y M P O S I U M
Psi Chi is sponsoring a career s y m ­
posium for  all those interested in 
career opportun i t i es  in psychology,  
on May  3 f r o m  7 - 1 0  PM in the St ra f ­
ford  R o o m  of  the M U B .  Dr.  Gorden  
Haaland wil l  present the opening ad­
dress. For  fu r th er  i n f o rm at io n ,  call 
8 6 2 - 2 3 6 9 .  ( 2 8 / 2 )
Classifieds
1 9 6 4  Ford  Econol ine van, has new  
transmission,  tires and bat te ry  re­
cent ly tuned up. Best of fer  around  
$2 00 .  Call 9 2 6 - 3 0 5 8 .  (18 . . . )
A P T S  F O R  R E N T  in N e w m a r k e t .  
Ne w i y  renovated one and t w o  bed­
rooms new appl iances and carpet,  
parking,  no pefs, make  arrangements  
rot next  semester.  Call 9 2 6 - 3 0 5 8  or 
come by 9 Bay Road,  N e w m a r k e t . (1 8..
I N T E R N A T I O N A L  JO BS -  Europe,  
South Amer ica ,  Asia, Austral ia ,  U S a ! 
Openings in all f ields -  Social Sci ­
ences, Business, Sciences, Engineer ­
ing, Educat ion ,  etc. Alaska co n­
struct ion and pipel ine w or k .  Earnings  
to $ 5 0 0  wee k ly .  ‘ Su m m e r  or perm a­
nent.  Paid expenses, bonuses, travel.  
Co mple te  current  i n fo rm at i on  — only  
$3 .0 0 .  Mo ne y  back guarantee.  A p ­
ply now  for best oppor tuni t ies  
wr i te toda y ! !  Inte rnat ional  E m p l o y ­
ment ,  Box 7 2 1 —N 2 6 7 ,  Peabody,  Mass­
achusetts 0 1 9 6 0  ( N o t  an e m p l o y ­
ment  aqency)  ( 2 1 / 2 8 / 5 / 1 2 )
Ap a r tm e n t  to s u d e t  for summer .  
June 1 to Sept 1, $ 1 2 0 / m o n t h  no 
util i t ies; k i tchen,  bath,  bed room ,  large 
l iving room wi th  f i replace; ideal for  
tw o  people;  19 Main St. Ap t .  8, D u r ­
ham.  Call 86 8 - 5 6 1 8  and leave a 
message for Fojo  or stop by apar t ­
ment .  (1 8.. .)
W A N T E D :  Rock  bands, .folk singers,
etc.,  to play at a spring festival on the  
( E a s t - W e s t  Hal l )  park site Apri l  29.  
If y o u ’re interested,  call Joan at 
8f>8 - 7 1 4 8  or Marcie at 2 - 3 2 1 1 .  (14 . . . )
Su mm e r  school students:  , ,e have
various apts for summ er  rental ,  9 
Bay Rd,  N e w m a r k e t  or call 92 6 -  
3 0 5 8 .  (18 . . . . )
A p a r t m e n t  for  rent ,  June 4  to  Sept.  
1. T w o  bed ro om  ap ar tm en t  in the  
coops.  Part ial ly furnished.  Large  
l iving room  and porch.  Su itable for  
three,  four  or f ive. $ 1 8 5  per mo n th .  
Contac t  Fred or Steve,  8 6 8 - 7 0 0 2 ,  or  
Dave Kraus or Steve Ho d gm an ,  862 -  
11 2 8 .  (28 )
A p a r t m e n t  for  rent .  June to  Se pt em ­
ber, d o w n t o w n  Du rh am  across f rom  
Post Of f ice ,  fu l l y  furnished w i th  K i t  
chen.  Sleeps 2 or 3; quiet .  Asking  
$ 1 2 6  a m o n th  (only $ 6 3  or $ 4 2  a 
piece) Contac t  Wal ter  Benny,  4 0 6  
Stoke,  8 6 8 - 7 8 1 6 .  ( 2 8 / 2 )
W A N T E D :  V .W .  Camper  tent .  Cal 
2 - 2 3 2 3 .  Ask for  K i m . (28 )
W A N T E D  House or a p ar tm e nt  to  
rent  or sublease by Nat ional  Science 
F ou nda t io n  s tudent  and f am i ly  of  
four .  June 2 6  to August  28 .  Wri te  
Gary  Jones,  2 3 1 5  Pelham,  R o ck fo rd ,  
I l l inois 6 1 1 0 7  or call col lect  8 1 5 - 
2 2 6 - 8 5 8 6 .  ( 2 8 / 2 / 5 / 9 )
H O N D A  S-90 Excel len t  condi t ion ,  
oniy j . u u u  mnes,  spare tiFe, par 
and tools.  O n l y  $ 2 5 0 .  Also micr o ­
scope new $ 1 0 0  no  $5 0 .  Call Paul 
8 6 8 - 2 0 6 7 .  ( 2 8 / 2 )
Desparately wan ted :  T w o  female
roomates  f ro  a p ar tm e nt  3 miles o f f  
roommates  for  a p ar tm e nt  3 miles o f f  
campus,  for  fall  semester of  ’72 .  T w o  
be d ro om ,  very nice,  $ 1 5 0  a mo nt n .  
Call K a th y ,  2 2 3 7 6  or 8 6 8 - 7 8 2 2 .  (2 8 )
F O R  S A L E :  B icycle-women. ’s Co l ­
umbia  5-speed;8 months  o ld ,excel l ­
ent  cond i t ion ;  l ight and rack; $ 7 0  or  
best of fer .  Call L inda at 2 - 1 6 3 8  or 
Dave at 2 - 1 6 3 6 .  ( 2 8 / 2 )
F O R  S A L E :  Gibson Fi reb ird  M K  i l l  
Solid body  Electr ic Gu i ta r  plus hard 
shell case. Asking on ly  $ 1 9 0 .  Exce l l ­
ent  cond i t ion .  Call  Steve 7 4 2 - 3 8 7 2 .
(28 ) .
W A N T E D :  W A I T R E S S E S  18  years 
old or over.  Al l  kinds of  help male  
and fejmale, for  sum me r  season,call  
3 6 6 - 4 5 1 0  or 3 6 6 - 4 3 1 5  or wr i te  Hal f  
mo on  Box 3 0 8  Weirs Beach,N.1H.  
0 3 2 4 6  ( 2 8 / 2 / 5 / 9 )
Real Estate Salesman wanted ,  must  
have l icense,experience is desireable  
but  not  m a nd at o ry .  Call 7 4 2 - 0 7 3 0  
(28 )
F O R  S A L E :  Registered T h o r o u g h ­
bred hunter -11  yr .  old bay gelding-  
has been shown as Green Hunter .  
Call Mary* 8 6 8 - 7 2 0 5  (28 )
F O R  R E N T  N E X T  S E M E S T E R :  
Large ro om  in house ten minutes  
w alk  f ro m  campus.  $ 1 2 . 5 0 / w e e k .  
Call Jodi  at 8 6 8 - 5 3 3 1 . '  (2b. .  )
F O R  S A L E :  1 9 7 0  Y am a h a  2 5 0  En- 
duro.  In excel lent  cond.  Call 65 9 -  
5 6 7  8-af ter  5. ( 2 8 / 2 )
N E E D E D :  One Iverson w h i t e  racing 
oicycle.  I ’m not  as rich' as you  th ink .  
I f  f ee l ing.gui l ty  return to  downstai rs  
Fai rchi ld .  No  quest ions asked.  (28 )
W I N T E R  IS C O M I N G '  1 9 2 9  Ra­
coon Coat for sale. Excel len t  con d­
i t ion.  $ 6 0 . 0 0  or best o f fe r .  Please 
help 4 poor soul.  Call Melanie at 868-  
5 7 0 0  before 10am and af ter  5pm.
Friday - Saturday 






Sunday - Monday 




at 6:30 & 8:30
PHYSICS FOR E N J O Y M E N T  
This summer tne Physics Department will offer the 
f o l l w i n g  introductory courses: 
Durham Campus 
Introduction to College Physics 





Merrimack Campus & Pease A FB
405 Concepts in Physics
For more information please contact the Physics 
Department, DeMeritt Hall. 8 6 2 -2 7 5 2 .
